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Phenomenology
and the sciences of Man
Maurice Merleau-Ponty

INrnooucrroN

Irg coşsronRlNc THE RELATIoNS between phenome-
nology and the sciences of man, I do not think that I am ap-
proaching a mere scholastic problem which would be raised only
by certain üeses or opinions of a special philosophical school.
Since its beginning, phenomenology has been attempting to solve
a problem which is not the problem of a sect but, perhaps, the
problenı of our time. Since ı9oo it has conceıned us all, and it
still concerns us all today. Husserls philosophical endeavor is
basically directed toward the simultaneous solution of a crisis in
philosophy, a crisis in the sciences of man, and a crisis in science
as such which we have not yet passed through.

The crisis in science is attested by the many studies devoted to
the va]ue of science from ı9oo to I9o5 in France (Poincar6,
Duhem, LeRoy, and others). It was to be expected that Husserl,
coming to philosophy from scientific disciplines (he began as a
mathematician and his first work was a Philosopha of Arith-
ıııetic), should take very seriously this questioning of dogmatism
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concerning the foundations oI geometry and physics. His desire
to work out a new foundation for the sciences certaıirıly wciglıcd
heavily in his decision to pursue a radical investigatiorr in
philosophy.

The sciences of man (psychology, sociology, lıistory) also
found themselves in a cıisis situation. To the extent that it ıvas
really advancing, Iesealch in these fields was tending to s]ıcıw
that all opinion, and in particular all philosophy, was t]ıe result
of external psychological, sociaf, and historical conditions work-
ing in combinaüon. Psychology was tending toward 'psycholo-
gism," as Husserl called it, sociology toward "sociologism," and
history toward "historicism." But in the process they were under-
mining their own foundations. If, indeed, the guiding thoughts
and principles of the mind at each moment are only the result of
external causes which act upon it, then the reasons for rıry
affirmation are not the true reasons for this a{Ermation, Tlıey are
not so much reasons as causes working from tlre outside. Flerıce
the postulates of the psychologist, the sociologist, and the lıis-
torian are stricken with doubt by the results of their own ıe-
searches.

So far as philosophy is concerned, under these conditions it
loses any possible justification. How can one pretend as a plıilos-
opher that one is holding truths, even eternal trut}ıs, as long as it
is clear that the different philosophies, when placed in the psy-
chological, social, and lıistorical frame where they bel<_ıng, are
only the expression of external causes? In order to practice
philosophy, in order to distinguish between the true and üe false,
it is necessary for the philosopher to expxess not merely certain
natural or historical conditions external to him but also a direct
and internal contact of the mind with itself, an "intrinsic" tıuth
which seems impossible so long as research in the field of the
human sciences shows that at each moment this nıind is ex-
ternally conditioned.

The crisis of science in general, of the sciences of man, and
of philosophy leads to an irrationalism. Reason itself appears to
be the contingent product of certain external conditions. Fronr the
beginning of his career, Husserl recognized that the problern was
to give a new account of how all three-philosoplıy, science, aırd
the sciences of man-might be possible. It was necessary once
again to think them through to their foundations. FIe saw that
these different disciplines had entered into a state of peıınarrent
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crisis which would never be ovelcome unless one could show_ bva new account of their nrutual relations aııd thcir nıcthods oi
],::^::gl,":t o.nly how_ each alone mignİbe possiblc but how a]l
:İ.,,.: İr^gj.l 

exist together. It must be shown that scicırce is pos-sıDıe, that the sciences o{.-"_" are pcıssible, and that philosophyalso is possible. The conflic^t between systematic philosophy andtlıe advancing knowledge of science -tİrt """r".Husserl raised this problem at the beginning of the ccntury,and,he raised it again İt the end of lıis l"ife in"1936 in the lalİy:r\|" ryTFİly published: Die Krisis d,er eıtolıciischen,Wissen-
schaften.l This book is p_a$e up of lectures delivered 

"t 
Beüg.;;;

*::^*n:]:^la|1 
yels of his life. The role of the plrllosoplı%, İsnere detined in a very striking mannel. The philÖsopher. is, hesays, "working in the.service_lf h_umanity,'' İneanlrıg tl."İ'tlr"

|,1,j:İ:|T1 
is professionalJy bound to the task of d"f;"İ;; r;c,ralıtyrng the conditions which make humanity possiblc_tfrat is,the participation of all men in a common truth.

problem that we sha]l deal with is not a problem of thehistory of philosoptıy in a narror,v sense. This would n" n qr".tlo,
of knowirıg just what phenomenologists lrave thought 

", 
;ilk;;

$yjl:PgI,jld, just w]ıat !_sycholÖgists have thÖght or thinko,t,tsİusserj, §cheler, and Heidegger. It wou]d bc neceisarv to nre-
sent the views of phcnomenoloğits on psychology ;;;İ ;,';;;nave exp"resscd them and, on the other side, üe-reacıj<.ıns of thlpsychologists to these phenomenological theses exactly as foundin their writings. Such an enterprise"would lead t" r"ri.;;fr;;;results, for there have perhaps never been writers who werefurtlrer from understanding one another. Most of the time uhe-nomenologists have not understood what miglıt be b".i";İİy :;;-vergent with their own inspir_ation in contemporary psycnblogy.
We shall soon find an example of this in Flusserl's" 

"iitlcı.ms%tGestalt psychology, And on_their side the psychologist, h";;;";very deficient in their understanding of'the ph;o;;;$;;;.
ı. Fİrst pubüshed in ı939 in_Belgrade jn Vo.ltıme I of the iournalPhilosophia, this work !r: l;y lr"",İ prİlİrİı"d" as Volume VI jn theHusserlianıa series, Die Krisis der europciisclzen Wisseıısch.aften uııd. ıJietran,szendentale Phiinonıenologie : Eine Einleitung in d"ie plıciızoıııenolo-gische Philosophie, ed,. walte; Bieme,,]J 
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:|;:r.'"n""' 

PhilosoPhy (Evanston, lll., İ"ortlr.,r".tcın Urriversİty"p*.r,
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For example, tlıey almost constant]y fall into the error of sup-
posing tlıat phenomenology wishes to lead them back to a psy-
chology of introspection. Misunderstandings are so veTy frequent
on both sides üat we could ılevel finish sorting them out.

We may grant that our question is indeed a historical ques-
tion, but only on the condition that we understand by the "history
of philosophy'] a dialectical history. This means that we shall not
develop the ideas of the phenomenologists merely according to
the texts but according to their intentions. It is a question here
not of an empirical history, which limits itself to the gathering of
facts on the one hand and texts on the other, but rather of an
"intentional history," as Husserl ca]led it, which in a given as-
semblage of texts and works tries to discover their legitimate
sense. We shall not restrain ourselves from explaining the phe-
nomenological texts by considerations which are not found there
İn writing. It will even happen sometimes that celtain discoveries
of the psychologists will help us in interpleting them. Similarly
psychology will not be interpreted merely from its express declara-
tions. If one took a plebiscite among psychologists to find out
what they think of phenomenologists, the result would be, without
doubt, humiliating to the phenomenologists. But we shall seek to
discover whether there is anything in the spontaneous develop-
ment of psychology that is in convergence with the insights of
phenomenology correctly understood. We shall not, üerefore,
restrict oul attentions to psychologists who, rightly oI wrongly,
make some claim to phenomenological knowledge. Rather we
shall consider the modern development of psychology and the
conditions under which it has occuned. It is in the problems and
difficulties it has encountered that we slrall find both an influence
of phenomenology and a harmony of two parallel investigations
into common problems of the time.

In a broad sense our study will be historical. But the perspec-
tive oır this history wili be established by us and by the problems
with which we are concerned. Our basic intention is, therefore,
just as much systematic as it is historical. At the end, we shall
attempt to Ieinterpret both tlre meaning of philosophical activity
and the conditions underlying a psychology that is truly rigorous.

The history of philosophy can never be the simple transcrip-
tion of what the philosophers have said or wlitten. If this were the
case, we would have to replace the historical manuals of philos-
ophy with the complete works of all the philosophers. As a mat-
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ter of fact, as soon as one approaches two texts and opposes to
them a third, one begins to interplet and to distinguish what is
really proper to the thought of Descartes, let us say, and, on the
contrary, what is only accidental. Thus in Cartesianism, as it is
defined by the texts, one begins to see an intention that the
histoIian has taken the initiative in singling out, and this choice
evidently depends on his own way of encountering the problems
of philosophy. The history of philosophy cannot be separated
from philosophy. There is, of course, a difference between re-
flection on texts and the purely arbitrary. But in interpreting
these texts, we do not exceed the ordinary rights of the historian
if we distinguish what our author has said from what we think
he should have said. Let us now say only that the questions we
pose to psychology and phenomenology ale ours and that they
have never been raised in the same words by the authors them-
selves.

[ı] Trrr PnonıEM oF THE ScIENcEs oF MAN
AcconırNc To HussERL

ı. The problem of psychology and the problems of Husserl

Lnr us first of all ask how Husserl, the founder of phe-
nomenology in üe modeln sense, understood the sciences of
man and their relation to his own Tesearch. we need to consider
this, of course, not only at the beginning of his thought and in
his earlier works but in the development of his philosophy and
especially during the last ten years of his life.' In commenting on
the ]ast works of Husserl we shall inücate briefly how they are
related to the investigations of Scheler and Heidegger, to which
they are vely near and yet from which they are at the same time
very far.

Then'we shall have to speak of the psychologists and so-
ciologists who have expressly recognized their debt to phenom-
enology, Many are the psychologists who have done so-for
exarnple, Koffka, one of the three principal members of the school
of Berlin, and Jaspers, who before becoming a philosopher pub-

z. Some of the rnoıks of this peıiod have already been published, and
the rest are in the process of being published, in üe Hıısserliana series
by the Husserl Archives of Louvain under the direction of H. L. Van Breda.
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lished a general psychopathology. In this work he recognized
expressly, by üe very telms he used, the phenomenological origin
of his conceptions. Binswanger, the Swiss psychologist and psy-
chiatrist, expücitJy states that his works have come forth under
the simultaneous or successive influence of both Flusserl aırd
Heidegger.

Among us Minkowski has often spoken of the role played by
Husserl and also by Heidegger in the formation of lris thought.
Last year at the Phi]osophical Inştitute he gave two lectures on
phenomenology and existential analysis which have siırce been
published iır the journaI Eaolutioıı psychiatrique.

But we shall not hmit ourselves to those authors who have
explicitly recognized a debt to phenomenology. We also wish to
deal with a diffuşe influence that was not always inteırded by
Husserl or recognized by those who experienced it. All that was
done in Germany from r9ı5 to I92o under the direct or iırürect
influence of phenomenology was by no means accomplislıed
exclusively in the courses of Husserl.

This diffuse influence was transported to the United States by
Koffka, I(öhler, Wertheimer, and Goldstein, and tlıe same current
is found to be at work there in the revision of be}ıaviorism car-
ried out by American psychologists.

Psychoanalysis, though in maıry lespects it represents a very
different mode of thought, has felt these phenomeırological
tendencies in its recent development. Nothing in the writirıgs of
Freud reveals the least knowledge of , or the least synıpatlıy with,
the phenomenological ]iterature. But the exigencies of lıis own
problems led him to a dynamic conception of psyclroanalysis and
elicited from Freud himself a revision of the theoretical frarıe_
work which he had first used. One can see the joiııing of tlıcse
two curents in a psychologist like Lewin, who was strcıngly in_
fluenced by phenomenology.

There will not be sufficient time to conrplete what we l)ropose
to do even concelning psychology. We must pass over the de-
velopment of sociology, history, and linguistics, though it would
be possible and useful to atteınpt this-perhaps as the subject
matter for another course of lectures.

The man who philosophizes believes wrongly that w}ıen lre
thinks and affirms he is only expressing tlre mute contact of lıis
thought wiü his thought. He is wrong to proceed as if he were not
linked with the surrounding circumstances, for as soon as one
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considers him from the outside, as the lristorian of plıilosophy
already does, he _appeals to be conditioned by physiological, p.İ-
chological, 

_sociological, and ]ıistorical causes. iıi, tır"orgnt'aİ-
pears therefore as a product with no intrinsic va]ue, anÖ whİt
seems to him the pure adequation of lris thought, appears to the
exterzral critic as a residual phenomenon or a mere-risult. From
thestandpoint of a psychologist, a sociologist, or a histoıian one
could therefore conceive of a_critique which would consist simply
in relating the thought which is cbnsidered to its exterio, 

"orai-tioning. Instead of discussing _the problems of philosophy by
plunging into tlıem, one would do mu-ch better to ü'screaiİpıiııos'-
!p!ı iıı general by reve_aling the historical, social, and phyİlolog-jcal conditions on whiclr it depends.

But this plocess has the inconvenience of turning against the
vely pelson who eınploys it. If "psychologism'' says to uİ that the
phitosopher and his thinking are only tie marionettes eitlıer of
psychological mechanisms or of an external history, one can
always answel that the sarne lrolds true of it, a\cl thus discredit
this criticisnr. Thus if it is consistent, psychologisn becomes a
radical 

9k_epticism which is skeptical with-r"spec-t to itself.
, "Sociologism" is open to the same consequence. By slıowing

that all our thinking ii the expression of a soii^l şituation wlıos8
limitations prevent it from being true, one falls into the danger
of proving too much, since socİologism also will bear no tİue
nreauing in itself. This can lead to political jrrationalism ancl to
political action without criteria. It was against these dangers, as
rrye have seen, that Husserl decided to return to the iask of
philosopher: to restole certitucle and the clistiırctioır of the true
from the false.

. }Iis origina,lity at üis point was that he diri not oppose psy-
chologisnr and historicilT bI simply reaf{irıning thö'c«ıntiaiy
position which he himself calls "logicism." This ittıtrae admits
üat beyond the chain of psychologiial and social causes tlıere is
a special sphere, the place of thought in t]re strict sense of tlıe
term, where the philosopher may get in touch with an intrinsic
truth. Elevatin_g the sphere 

_of 
thought in thiş way brings forth the

Letull 9f usıchologısm and sociol_ogism as soon as one perceives
that phi]osophical tlıinking actually is not without ,oot..

Iııom the beginning to the end of his career, Husserl tried to
discover a way between logicisnı, and psychologisnr. By a truly
radical reflection, which reveals the prejudlces estabtislied in us

l
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by the externa] environment, he attempts to transform this auto-
matic conditioning into a conscious conditioning. But he never
denies that it edsts and thatit is constantly at wolk. He notes in
a striking way üat even philosophy descends into the flux of our
experience and that it must itself flow on (sich einströmen),
Even the thought which pretends to ignore the temporal flux or
to dominate it takes place in this flux and descends into it as soon
as it is constituted. The philosopher, in so far as he is a philos-
opher, ought not to think like the external man, the psycho-
physical subject who is in time,in space, in society, as an object
is in a container. From the mere fact that he desires not only to
exist but to exist with an understanding of what he does, it fol-
lows üat he must suspend the affirmations which are implied in
the given facts of his life. But to suspend them is not to deny
them and even less to deny the link which binds us to the physi-
cal, social, and cultural wor]d. It is on the contrary to see this
link, to become conscious of it. It is "the phenomenological re-
duction" alone which reveals this ceaseless and implicit affi.r-
mation, this "setting of the world [ühDse du monde|" which is
presupposed at evely moment of our üought.

What is peculiar to the philosopher is certainly that he con-
siders his own life, so far as it is individual, temporal, and condi-
tioned, as one possible life among many othels. But then, by
taking account of what it is actually, he may grasp what it might
be, considering his own empirical personality as only one possi-
bility in a much larger universe which needs to be explored. But
this effort never pelmanently disregards our links with the
physical and human world. We consider these spontaneous
theses ohne mitzumachen-that is, without ourselves carrfng
them out at the very same moment. But this is the condition of
all thought which claims to be true, and at the end of his career
Husserl admitted that the first result of reflection is to bring us
back into the presence of the world as we lived it before oul Te-
flection began (Lebensıaelt).

The phenomenological reduction of the ]ink, which is indeed
a schism estab]İshed by life between our thought and our physical
and social situation, never leads us in any way to negate time or
to pass beyond it into a realm of pure logic oI pule thought. One
never gets beyond time. Husserl says only that there are many
ways of living time. On the one hand, there is the passive
way, in which one is inside time and submits to it-being in time
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(Innerzeitigheit). On the other hand, one can take over this time
and live it through for oneself. But in either case one is temporal
and never gets beyond time. Philosophy has been traditionally
regarded as the science of eternal truths. If we are to be exact,
we should, IatheI, fo]low Husserl in the last years of his ]ife and
call it the science o{ the all-temporal, that which holds through-
out a]l time, instead of a truth which would absolutely escape
from the temporal order. This is a deepening of temporality.
Tlıere is no passing beyond it.

Logic is not wlong in considering the laws of our thinking as
ı,ıniversally va]id. But we need to ask why they are universal and
to see how Husserl justifies this. Logicism maintains that when
I am concerned with a recognized law and affirm it uncondi-
tiona]ly, I am communicating through the center of my being
with a pre-personal thought. It founds the universality of logic,
tlıerefore, on an absolute right that is derived from its capacity
to exPIeSS the internal Structule of the world as it is for a uni-
versal thinker. Even in his ear]iest works, Husserl's procedure of
justification is very different. In the first part of the Logical ln-
aestigations he says that the laws of our thought are for us
]aws of being, not because we communicate with a pre-personal
thought but rather because they are for us absolutely coextensive
with everything that we can affiTm.

lf we wished to suppose other ]aws of a superhuman thought,
either divine or angelic, then in order to find any meaning in
these new principles, we would have to bring them under ours,
so that to us they would be as nothing. We cannot conceive of
them truly as thinkers, except in so far as they conform to the
laws of our thought. An angel who would think in accordance
with laws radically different from those governing human
thought and who would thus cast doubt on these-this angel can-
not be thought by me. Hence the universality of thought is not
founded on any communication with a universal thinker, the
center of all spirits, but simply on the fact that my thinking be-
longs to me. In order to be sure that a certain thought is a rule
for all men and for all being, it is sufficient if I find that it con-
celns something truly essential, something which cannot be
separated from me even in thought.

It is relevant to note here that Husserl goes so far as to say
tl,ıat even God could not have an experience of the world which
would not plesent itself in the manner of our experience as a
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series of always incomplete profiles,'This leads us, therefore, tcı

fpırr"o*""oiogical positiviim which refuses to fouııd rali<ırral_

i'y', İh" agreemİnt oİ minds, and universal logic on any riglıt

İljr'i. prİr to fact. The universal value of our tlrinkiııg has no

j"stlnaÜle foundation in anythin_g independent of tlre facts, It is

iounded, rather, on a centrjl and fundamental fact tlrat I nıyself

dircorer-by reflection: the nonsense of anything_thlt violate_q a

nrinciple of thought, such as the law of contradiçtion or other,

İ^*., İ". naturalğ the ques(ion remains opcn as to wlıetlıer wc

*ry'rro' arrive at a betfer formulation of the principles of true

logic.' Husuerl, tlıerefore, never agreed with a certaiır philo_soplıical

tr"dİİlon in holding that philosophy could be a systeılr of definjtive

r"sults never requ-irirg İ"e*,-1,ation witlı the advance of ex-

;;İ;;";. For hiİn phİlosophy is essenüa]ly. p,osl"_,,,i::.^ § J,İ'says ln his last years, it is an inftnite meütatioıı; and one o_t hıs

beİter students, Eugen Fink, says that we are here involved in a
;.ii""tio" of dialogĞ.,, This meins that as long as the plıilosophc,r

remainsıvithinttıerealmsoffactwhichliırıithisvisioı.ı,hewill

".r". 
n""o-e a thinker who is universal in all respects, I-Ie is

"T*"y. 
,l'rrted and always individuated;this is why tıe is iır ııeed

of dialogue. The surest way of breaking through these linıits is to

"nter 
ir"to communication with other situations_that is, otlıcr

nhi|osonhers or other men. As Husserl ştated jır his last ycaı,s. t,hc

İrrİ rrİl""'ivity, philosophical, ultimate, radical subjectivity,

rvlri"r, pİ.lloropİr"., ca'l İr ans cendental, iş an irıtcrs ubj e ctiüty,

It is also stated in a passage of the "Nachwort" to tlre ldeos {

that "nhilosoplry is an idea"' Husserl used the word "idea" here iır

iir" ı<,""iir",r".." ot a ]imiting concept to designate a tlıinkiılg
which we cannot properly think through, or totalize, wlıich we

"""lrre" 
only on tle irorizon of our efforts as tlıe liırıit of a ceı_

ta,in nŞmber of thought operations which we are able to perfornı,

:ı. The idea of God is used here, as Husserl said iır another place, not

a ii.t "Jr"" 
., theoıogicai affirmation, but as a philosophical index to

"lr"" tt 
" 

situation of 
-man jn better relief,P'";" 'ii;.";;fr,:işr"ı,*"ii ?, -"ı"u" ldecıı".was originally 1ırepaıcd as

an ..Atıthor,s pleface t."iır" n"iiiiır Edition," i.e._ to-tbe ttanslation by

w. R. Boyce Gibsorr. ıirrr',"e'iiZ'iii-]iıroduc,tıoıı io Pure Plıenoıneııoltı!,ı!ı

;İ,I; ş;İk; Hr-r"iİi*-P.ess, ı93_ı). pp. .]I-33. The "Naclıwı-ır_t" \:as

li." "riii"t"a 
at ttıe sa*e ilm" ı""ö"..li,, (see belorv, n. B). and ftırtlıeı,

İİLI""* l" the text are to the Germaır edition,
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"It is aıı idea which is realizable only iır the style of a ıelative,
provisiorral validity, and in a historical process witlrout end, but
wlrich, under certaiır condiüons, is also effectively realizable." u

We see, therefore, that what fluşserl opposed to the cdsis Ie-
sultiırg froın psychologism and sociologisüı is not the mere ıe-
aflirnraüon of the old philosoplıical dogmatisııı of eternal truths.
Tlıe plıilosoplıical task- to wlıİch he devoted himself was, rather,
t}ıe esl.ab]j,slııııent of aıı integral philosophy which would be com-
patible with the development of all the different iııvestigations on
tlıe conditioning of man. During the whole careel of Husserl,
tlıerefore, the struggle is on two fronts, On the one lrand it is a
struggle against psychologism and hiştoricisnr, in so far as they
rcduce the life of man to a mere result of external conditions
acting on him and see the plıilosophizing pelson as entirely deter-
mined froın the outside, lacking any contact with his own
tlı<ıught and therefore destined to skepticism. But on the other
hand, it is also a struggle against logicisın, in so far as üis is
attempting to allange for us an acce§s to the trutlı lacking any
contact with contingent experience. Husserl is seeking to re-
a{Iirın rationality at the level of experience, without sacrificing
tlıe vast variety that it includes and accepting all the processes of
c<ınditioning wlıich psychology, sociology, and history reveal, It
is a question of finding a nıethod which will enable us to think
at the same üme of the externa]ity which is the principle of the
scieııces of man and of the internality which is the condiıion of
philosophy, of the conüngencies without which tlıere is no situa-
üon as well as of the rational certainty without ıvhich theıe is no
knowIedge.

In slrort, tlris enterprise is faiıly c]ose to tlrat of Hegel, as is
suggested by Husserl's use of t}re word "phenornenology." In
Flegel's seırse this is logic of content. Instead of a logical organi-
zation of üe facts coming from a fornr that is stıpcrimposed upon
thenr, the very content of these facts is supposed to order itself
spontaneously in a way that is thinkable. A plrenomenology,
therefore, has a double purpose. It will gather together all the con-
crete experiences of man ıvhich are fourrd in history-rıot only
tlıose of knowledge but also those of life and of civilization. But
at the sanre time it must discover in this unrolling of facts a

5. Ci. ldeas, p. z8.
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spontaneous order, a meaning, an intrinsic truth, an orientation
of such a kind that the different events do not appeaI as a mere
succession. For a conception of this kind one comes to the spirit
only by "the spirit of the phenomenon"-that is, the visible spirit
before us, not just the internal spirit which we grasp by reflection
or by the cogito. This spirit is not only in us but spread far and
wide in the events of history and in the human milieu. If it is
true that Husserl sought by the study of phenomena to find ilıe
roots of Ieason in our experience, we shou]d not be surprised that
his phenomenology ended with the theory of a "reason hidden in
history."

Only, with Hegel, phenomenology is merely a preface to logic,
so that, at least according to certain interpreters, it is only the
introduction to a plıilosophy which belongs to another order. But
if it finally tulns out to be a logic which is ruling over the de-
velopment of üe phenomena, the philosopher is doing just what
I{egel warns against in his introduction toThe Phenomenoloü]a of
Miİd,'He is putting himself in the place of consciousness itself,
in making up his experiences." With Husserl, on the oüer hand,
it is logic itself whlch becomes phenomenological. That is, he will
not wish to give any oüer foundation to the affirmations of logic
üan our actual experience of truth.

For a plıilosopher of this kind, who desires to be integral,
there is no quesLion-as many of us, and above all many psy-
chologists, have believed-of sacrificing science and in particular
the science of psychology. On the contrary, Husserl thinks that
the reform of psychology for ıvhich he is striving will lead to a
new development then being retarded, in the psychologism of
his time, by an inadequacy of methodological conceptions. In
the lcleas he speaks of certain criticisms which implied that his
investigations had been meant to replace psychological researc]ı.
"I have protested against this conception," he says, "without
any success, it seems." The explanations that

I have adiled have not been undeıstood, ancl have been rejected
without careful examination. Instead of answering the simple
sense of my demonstratioır, this criticism of psychologicai ııethods
has merely been dismissed. It never questioned the va]ue of ınodern
psyclıology. It never Iejected the experimental work of eminent
men. It pointed out certain radical weaknesses in nıethod, in the
literal sense of this word. In correcting them, psychology mrıst be

elevated, in my opinion, to a higher level of scientific certitude,
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and must vastly enJarge its field of work. I shall add a few words
elsewhere on the way in which psychology has been very iııade-
quately defended against these supposed attacks of mine.6

Husserl, therefore, is not opposed to a scientific psychology,
He simply believes that the existence and development of such a
psychology raise certain philosophical problems, the solutions of
which are relevant to psychology itself if it is to advance. In the
]ight of the situation-aİ the Ühe when Husserl was writing,
tlıe problem was t}ıis: there seemed to be a conflict between the
needs of philosophy, considered as pure rational interiority, and
the needs of a psychology considered as the science of the ex-
ternal determination of human conduct.

How, then, does Husserl face this difficulty? He must find a
way of knowing which is neither deductive nor purely empirical.
This know]edge must not be purely conceptual in detaching itself
from facts. Nevertheless it must be philosophical, or at least it
must not make the existence of a philosophizing subject impos-
sible. It is essential that our life should not be reduced exclusively
to psychological events and that in and through these events
there should be revealed a meaning which is irreducible to these
particularities. This emeTgence of truth in and through the
psychological event is what Husserl cal|ed Wesenssch.au, the in-
tuition of essences.

In defending Husserl against the false inteTpretations that
are so common, we must emphasize the concrete and familiar
nature of this Wesensschaa, It is a grasping of universal mean-
ings in and through my conlingent experience, which is not at
all, as Husserl sees it, a peculiaı, mystical operation that tTans_
ports us beyond empirical facts. Thanks to its dual character, at
the same time universal and conclete, Üis Wesezs schau is capa-
ble of renewing and of developing psychology. For anyone who
considers them from üe outside, the experiences we live through,
otv Erlebnisse, as Husserl calls them, can certainly be socially
and physically determined. Nevertheless üere is a way of taking
tlrem tlırough wlıich they acquire a meaning'that is universal,
intersrıbjective, and absolute. But in pursuing this way, I must

6. ldeen zu einer reinen Phiinomenologie ıınil phiinomenologische
Philosophie (Halle: Niemeyer, r9z8), p. 2. The tran§lation in the İext is
based on Paul Ricoeur's translation, IiIEes directrices pour une ph4nomEnol-
ogie (Paris: Gallimard, I95o), p. 4. Cf. Iileas, trans. Gibson, pp. 4|-42.
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not limit myself to living through the experience; I must grasp
its sense, and this is the function of "eidetic intuition."

It is indeed a iact, a simple fact determined by exterııal con-
ditions, that I am going to such and such a concert today aııd that
I am hearing the Ninth Symphony. But I am able to discover
inside this experience, as I live it through, something ı,vlrich is
independent of the factual conditions which have brouglıt forü
my decision. The Ninth Symphony is not enclosed witlıin the
time during which I am listening. It appears in the different per-
formances of different orchestras. It is a cultural object which is
brought forth under the baton of this director and through the
playing of these violinists. But it cannot be reduced to any single
performance that one gives of it, Hence if I succeed in bringing
out of my experience all that it implies, in thematizing what I
have lived through at this üme, I come to something which is
neither singular nor contingent-namely, the Ninth Syırıphoııy
in its essence. This orientation of consciousness toward certain
"intentional objects," which ale open to an "eidetic" analysis,
is what Husserl ca!ıls i,ntentionakty.

One can say that, by its antecedent condition§, my conscious-
ness is bound to the contingent events which act on ırıe. But in
so far as it enüsages certain terminations, in so far as it lıas
a "teleology," in so far as it is concerned with ceıtain cultural
entities which are not divided by tlıeiı different manifestations at
different moments of my life or in different minds, it is open to
a different kind of analysis. According to Husserl, the seeing of
essences, or Wesensschau, is nothing but the clarification of the
sense, or essence, toward which our consciousness is directed, I-Ie
says in the ldeas that we should give neither a mystical nor even
a Platonic meaning to the word, Wesensschau. It does not iır-
volve the use of a super-sensible faculty absolutely strange to our
experience and exeIcised only under exceptioııal corrditioııs.
Wesensschau is constant, he says, even in a life that corıforırıs
most closely to the natura] attitude.

The insight into essences rests simply on the fact that in our
experience we can distinguish the fact that we are living througlı
something frorn ııhat iü is we are liüng through in this fact. It
is by this vision that Husserl tries to find a way between psy-
chologism and logicism and to bring fortlı a reform of psychology.
In so far aş the essence is to be grasped through a lived experi-
ence, it is concrete knowledge. But in so far as I grasp soınething
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tbr<-ıugh this exnerience which is more than a contingent fact, aniııtelligible structure,that ı-por"r-itr;;;; -" whenever I thinkof tlıe intentional object irİ q;;;İ;;; I"'gain aırother kind of
1|?Tl"9g", I am then not enclösed ın irıe partıcularity of my in-di,idual life, and I attain r., ırrıEti,;;'hrı;;;;;;'1ı;;.' "'

I get beyond my,sjngularity 
"%t 

i" ,o İur as my consciousnessis merely a series ,jt raJts 
"i "'r""'--'lriın so tar as these events]ıave a sense, The intuition 

"f 
;;;;;;;; is sımpıy a regaining oftlris sense, which is not thema'ırJ i" o* ,pontaneous, unreflec-tive experience.

[z] Hussnnı's Conıcnprror.ş oF AN Ernrrrc Psycrıoıocy
ı, 'Ihe problem of eidetic psychology ııp to the ldeas

Ir onn examines the Phi_losophie der Arithınetih,? thefirst work of Husserl, one muşt take account of the fact that atthis mrıment the author had just l"tİ-"-rjr"-atics for philosophy.I,aviııg found the logicist^conc;pli;;;";;' matlıematics insuffi-
:i":}l, l," ro* p.opor"İ to rouna İrİİh-",İrl operations on psy-cıııılogical acts, and he de-fined pı,"""-.,-,oı"ö ;;'..d;;tJ;psychology"' Later on !e .""or"i"j-,].ir-ior""ptıon because itle! to p;yclıoJogism, and intelpret;;;;İ; İotio.,s of our thought
-ırumbers, for example- as Jirnple o''rinr,", of a psychologicalnatuIe. ın brjef, r" o"i::l1,"9 at th; b%in;İg of his İİ,İ;"p]İİ;;İcat'eer tlrat it was neces§aly to return io 

"orr"rorrness. one must]ook for the sense of mathemati"aü;;n;ts in the ]ife of coır-sciousness on which they rest. -- -""""Y
But lre üd not understand this consciousness, to which hewas returning as a nhi.loslp]:l,]i tne rlgİrİ w.y. Hc was;pp"r'"-it to t]ıe world as one region to another.İatc.r on he saw t]ıat thiİcorısciousness, on whici the operatİo"r?İrgi" ,r; f;r;;"d,;;rrot ınerelY a paIt of being but'the.o;;f_* whiclr all beingcan receive its sensc and İts value of b;İ;; r* us. lt is, in fact.thc correlate of all being, *lr"L". ;;;;""y be. Matlıematicalbeing, for example, is an intenti"""i";;;;i;te of consciousnesş,and so is the external wor]d. Co"."lo*.,"rs is, therefole, co-

,""İ;İİ":!;"?K^orlz,r;"İ:"nretih: -Logische unr}, .psgcholog.iscııe tJnter_
ı"tı,^. hi"y,iij,;ir;#:i,4::,:i};T,:jtJör]liHa ı"İı",iiiıili; xiıi,""İi'.
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extensive with a]l being of which we can gain any knowledge.
Nothing can have the value of being for us if it does not offer its
Sense to coıısciousness. The notion of consciousness is now gen-
eralized. It is no longer one being among others. It is, rather, the
theater of all being and of the tTanscendental positing of any
object.

One is here confronted with a philosophy that seems close to
idea]isnr. Tlıe formulae of the Philosophie der Arithmetilı were
insufficient because they were too psychological. On the other
hand, the later formulae were too P]atonic, in the vague aııd his-
torically controversial sense that one ordinarily gives to this
word. It is always between the Scylla of psychologism and the
Charybdis of logicism that Husserl steers his coulse. Let us now
define tlre position he took at the moment when he published the
Ideas.The famous reduction, whiclı gives us access to phenome-
nology, is not a meTe TetuIn to the psychological subject. But
even less does it turn oul thought away from existence toward
essences which wou]d transcend it. This reduction is the decision
not to suppless but to place iıı suspense, or out of action, all the
spontaneous affirmations in which I live, not to deny theın but
rather to understand them and to make them explicit.

By lris theory of the "phenomenological leduction" Husserl
bro]<e absolutely with every remnant of psychologism in his
thought as well as with evely lemnant of Platonism in his early
works. The philosophical I is going to withdraw from every coır-
dition of fact, as well as from every way of perceiving and under-
standing them, in oıdel to leave nothing unnoticed, And the task
of philosophy will then be to explain, with a complete lucidity,
how both the manifestations of the external world and the reali-
zations of the incarnate seJf are possible. Every iııtentional ob-
ject refers to consciousness but to a consciousness whiclr is not
the incarnate individual that I am as a man, liüng at a certaiır
moment of time and in a certain position in space. Wheır I
cally out the phenomenological reduction, I do not bring back
information concerning an external wor]d to a self that is re-
garded as a part of being, nor do I substitute an internal for an
external perception. I attempt rather to reveal and to make ex-
phcit in me that pule soulce of all the meanings which constitute
the wor]d around me and my empirical self.

At this stage of his thinking what, then, was Hussell's view
of the situation of psychology in relation to phenomenology?
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Psychology, he said, is a science of fact. It is the science of
man in the world, facing different situations and responding to
jhem by different types of behavior. Hence it is certaİnly ,roİ to
be confused with transcendental, phenomenological phiİosophy,
which, as we have just explained, is a universİl reflectlon İhat
attempts_ to make explicit and to clarify conceptually all üe in-
tentional objects that my consciousness can envisagb.
. But precisely because it has its own proper region", psychology
is not iır the position of philosophy. The tİıesis of psycÜologls"m
is_ precisely this: that psychology can take the place 

-of 
phiİoso-

phy. But this is impossible because psychology, together with
common sense and the different sciences, şhares in those convic-
tio:ıs_concerning being which need to be clarified by philosophy.
All of us live in the natural attitude-that is, in the convlctlon
th_at we are a part of the world and subject to its action on us,
which we passively receive from the outsİde. Psychology accepts
this realistic_ postulate from common sense, and sets "!'lt, p.oU-
lems from this point of view. The psychologist tries tÖ see'how
man works out his responses to certain situations and stimu]i,
and to discover the laws which rigorously bind together such and
such a group of stimuli with such and such a reacİion. As Husserl
saw it, this is perfectly legitimate, but it simply does not take the
place of philosophy, We must not give an onİoİogical value-that
is, an^ultimate weight_to this way of thinking, for it is naive and
unreflective.

If we actually reflect on our situation, we will find that the
subject, thus situated in the world and submitting to its influ-
ences, is at the same üme he who thinks the world. No wor]d
whatsoever is conceivable that is not thought by someone. Hence
while it is true that the empirical subject is a part of the world,
it is also true that the world is no more than anlntentional objeci
for the transcendentat subject. Husserl defended this copernican
revolution, as l(ant called it, which defined philosophy by its op-
position to psychology up to the very end.

I{e consistenlly maintained that even a psychology which,
like Gestalt psychology, recognizes that consciorsnessli unified
and autonomous, that it is not made up of elements like an ex_
telnal thing, and that it is, rather, a whole whose parts have no
separable existence is radically incapable of replacing philosophy.
For even though the Gestaltists conceive of consciousness is'a
totality which cannot be dissolved into its elements, they never-
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theless conceive of it as a natural totality existing in things,,My

consciousness, they *o"İJ say, is a form more integrated than

this lamp, but it is ne,e,tt,el"ss only a form, As Husserl sees it,

;İ;;yİ;"t that one uses the s"mÖ term "Gestalt" to designate

Jlr" ,riİy of consciousness and that of the lamp justifıes thc_:o,Iı-

"lrrİo" 
İhat Gestalt psychology naturalizes consciotısncss, It de-

fines consciousness ,r'oth", Ö;""t, can lıe defined, arıd does not

,"" İlr"' it is the subject for every pos,qiblc_object,
""- 

İ;İprriloropnİ""r,lgo,, H","rl excludes both Gestalt psy-

"h";gy;;; 
tlıat Ör ninete"enth-centuTy atomism and places them

almost on the ,r-" İ"u"l, Notice what he writes abotıt this in

nİr-;N""trori' to th" İa,o,,'tsoth atomistic psychology aııd

Gestalt psychology remain in the same sense basically psyclıo-

;g1;;İ ıİ"İr.ulirff, which, from their use _of 
the expression 'in-

ternal sense,' can also be called sensualisms"'u 'flrere is rıo

difference here, in principle, between "atomistically" acctrınu-

İrİİ"e p.y"lric data lİl.e gral"s of.sand and considering theın as

p"rİr",İlİrİalities held İLgetlıer by some empirical or a qıio1]

necessity, but nevertheless" made up of such parts, T!eı9 ! 1o
eşsential difference between saying with the associationists,
..Consciousness is a sum of ,"rrr"iior". and images," and witlı tlıe

C"rİ.ltl.tr, "Consciousness is a totality in whiclı the elements

have only an inseparable existence"' So long as_ on^e does, ntıt

İrJrcrUy'r"ror- th" notion of totality so as_to tlrink of consci<ıtıs_

ness as a totality *lİr, 
"o 

equivalent at all among the tlrings of

""İ".", 
one is stİll trapped in naturalism and psychtılogisnı,

Husserl -rirrt"inJd this up to the very end, Fle never tlrought

tnaİpsychology *orla be able to take the 1iace of philosophy,

*".r'" t lgtly"İ"nrred psychology having nothing to_dt-ı with any

atomisın or with ar/ İ"j,"tio,İ'to el"m"nts of any_kind, But he

held something eveıi more than this. Not only will psychology

""r", 
İ"t" the"place of philosophy, but as psychology it neces-

sarily involves j d"formation of consciousness,- j^, a matter of fact, it shares in the natural attitude wlrich in-

deed enables lt to consiaer man, but only aş a palt of the_world,

Wh;" ; psychologist speaks of consciousness, the mode of being

ır"-uİİrin'ut|. to iğ doel not differ radically from.that of,'1h,q:;

Consciousness is an object to be studied, and the Psychoüoglst

8, "Nachwort zu meinen lilee1 , , , i' Jahtbuch für Philosoplıie ınd

enİrİ;İrlİgİİİn, iİruni"g, XI (ıgso), 565; cf, ldeas, p, z4,

i

[,
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sees it among othel things as an event in this şystem of the world.
To arrive at a conception which wi]l do justice to the radical
originality of consciousness, we need an analysis of a very differ-
ent type, which will find in our experience the meaning, or the
essence, of every possible psyche. We will never really find out
wlrat coırsciousness is unleşs we grasp this iırternal nrearring in
ourselves and gain an eidetic intuition of it.

Consciousness iş accessible only to intentional analysis and
not to mere factual observation. The psychologist always tends to
make consciousness into just suclı an object of observation. But
all the factual truths to which psychology has access can be ap-
plied to the conçrete subject only after a plıilosophical correction.
Psychology, like plıysics and the other scierrces of rratuıe, uses
t}ıe netlrod of induction, which starts frorn facts ancl then as-
sembles them. But it is very evident that this induction will re-
main blind if we do not know in some other ıvay, aırd indeed
from the inside of consciousness itself, what this irrdtıction is
dealing with,

In order to understand truly what has been discovered about
man, we must, therefore, combine induction with the reflective
knowledge that we can obtain from ourselves as conscious sub-
jects. This is what Husserl cal|ed eidetic 1ısuchologlı-that is, a
reflective effort by which we clarify the fundamental notions
whiclı psychology uses constantly, through a contact with our
own experience. According to Husserl, empirical psychology
ınust be preceded by an eidetic psychology. Tlıe knowledge of
facts belongs to psychology. But the de{inition of the notions
which will enable us to understand these facts belongs to phe-
nomenology.

We may take certain concepts, like image and perception,
fıonı common usage and then apply them without careful atten-
tion in interpreting psychological facts. But in so far as we have
n<ıt given a coherent and adequate sense to these notions by re-
{lectiııg on oul experiences and perceptions, we will not know
what they mean and what the facts concerning iırıage and per-
ception really show.

In general, Husserl thinks neither that psychology will be
replaced by philosophy ıror that philosophy will be replaced by
psyclrology. It is essential that eaclı should maintain its auton-
omy, To psychology is allotted the investigation of facts, and the
relations of these facts, But the ultimate meaning of these facts
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and relations will be worked out only by an eidetic phenome-
nology which focuses the essence of pelception, of image, and
of consciousness itself.

z. An illustration from the earlier worhs of Sartre

The first works of Sartre on imagination and emotion illus-
trate very well Husserl's conception as İt was presented in tlıe
middle period of his career.

At the end of his essay on the imagination,' Sartre shows that
in so far as we have not reflected on what an image is, all the
experimental investigations that ,we can make remain a dead
letter. Of course they give us results that are ultimately qtranti-
tative in character. But we do not know what these results mean
or wlrat it is that has been measured. For example, one sees
under what conditions the image is presented. One finds that in
ouı conscious ]ife it corresponds to states of low tension and that
it appears almost instantaneously without definite contours. One
speaks of clear images, and shows that they ale not, as is often
believed, complete pictures of the objects they represent but only
schematic outlines. One shows again that the image is never
altogether self-suffi,cient in our conscious life and that it selves
only to lesume a certain project of thought or to carry symbolic
references to certain objects.

A]l this is true. But it does not enable us to understand what
the image is, how it entel§ into relation with a thought that uses
it, and what the predominance of imaginary life means for a
given subject. As long as we regard the image as a little irozen
picture in consciousness, it is impossible for us to understand
how this image-thing can entel into any real relaüon with active
thought. It remains simply a sensible thing, veiled or suppressed
oI less complete. This conception of the image, which has no
scientific value, introduces fixed elements into psychological
analysis which do not belong there but which are derived rather
from prescientific cornmon sense. The same thing can also hap-
pen in a phenomenological clarification. One often does not
understand what it is to imagine something and what pulpose
this may serve. What is the sense of imagining attitudes and be-

g. Jean-Paul Sartre, I"_Inzagination (Paris: Alcan, rg36); English
tıanslation by_Forrest Wil]iams, Imagination: A Psgchological Cri{iqııe
(Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, ı96ı).
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havior? What does an act of imagining mean in the life of man?
To answer these questions we need an analysis which would

show us that, in principle, the image is not something observable,
though it pretends to be-that it is, in sholt, essentially deceptive.
We all be]ieve that images are observable like the things we
sense. But when we try to observe them, we find that this is im-
possible and that, as Alain says, we cannot count the columns of
the Pantheon in our images of it. The image is, therefore, a claim
to the presence of the imagined object which is unfounded. It is
an absence of the object which tries to pass as its presence. It
calls up an object, as one speaks of calling up a spirit. The think-
ing self is referring to such and such a real object existing in the
world, with the pletense of making it appear here and now just
where I am. As Sartre says, there are not two Peters, one who iş
real and in West Africa and another Peter in my consciousness.
In reality, there is my reference to the real Peter, with the pre-
tense that I am making him appeaT here in my mental equip-
meııt. This kind of incorporation of something absent in present
data is carried out natulally with the aid of certain perceptual
elements which serve as analogues of the absent object. This is
sufficient to show that in reality the image is not a content in my
consciousness but ratller an operation of my whole conscious-
ness. To perceive oneself as imagining is to set up a certain kind
of relation with the absent thing.

UndeTstood in this way, the image can be compared to a
whole series of other phenomena. For example, one can compare
the awareness of a mental image of the Pantheon with an aware-
ness of certain photographic images. Thus there is no essential
difference between my awareness of the absent Pantheon and
that which I have of a photograph under my eyes. When the ob-
ject is totally absent without a lePTesentative, I make use of cer-
tain elements iır my present perception which are analogous. To
imagine is always to make something absent appear in the
plesent, to give a magical quasi presence to an object that is not
there. On this basis one may then investigate how the subject
achieves this incantation of an absent üsage in the present data
of his perceptions. One will see that he must impress them with a
physiognomy or a sffuctule of some kind that he then projects
actively by his motor-affective attitude. Such an eidetic ana§sis
of the image wjil make possible experimental approaches which
aIe no longer blind, because they wi]l know something of what
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they are talking about and will understand the conıleçtion of thc

image with our motor-affective life.
ln ttıe same way, before we have worked out an eidetic psy-

chology of emotion and before we have asked ourselves wlıat it
is to be emotionally moved, we may raise tlre pıoblem of eırıotiorr
in a very confused way, because we see it through a nunıber of
prejudices and prenotions which artificially sepalate the facts,
bom-on sense,}or example, will say of emotion that it irıvcılves

two separate orders of faci, "corporeal manifestations" on the one

lıand İnd'tepresentations" on the oüer. The question was Taised
in this way aİ the time of William James. One sclrool then rnain-
tained thjt emotion must be understood from the standpoint of
IepIesentations, while anothel defended the standpoint of cor-

poreal facts.- 
Hence psychology held that a gleat victory had beeıı won ol

the day when James reversed üe traditional order in saying "I

am sorry because I weep" instead of "I weep because I aırr sorry"'
Psychology still indulged in this type of speculation even after
tlıe coming of phenomenology and proposals to work out nrean-

iııgful clarificahons of emotion. But üis does not involve any
opposing of concepts to facts. It is a question, rather, of replaciırg
hİbitua| concepts, to which we pay no careful attention, lıy con-

cepts whiclı are consciously claıified and are therefore far less

üktly to lemove us from experience as it is lived.
In connection with emotion, eidetic reflectiorr will ask: after

all, what is it to be moved; what is the meaning of emotion? Caıı
one conceive of a consciousness which is incapable of eırıotiorı,

and if not, wlıy not? One will understand emotion as a total act
of consciousness, as a mode of our relation to tlre entire world,
and one will seek to determine its sense.

In earlier times psychology noted vaguely tlıat enrotion was
both a "psychic" and a "physica}' state and sought to dctermine
which waİ the cause of the other. Phenomenology will remaiır
neutral before üis issue, and without assuming that emotion is
either psychical or physical it wi]l simply ask what emotioıı
means and toward what it is tenüng.

Many psychologists have sketched out research of tlıis kind,
It wil 5ğ a constant thesis of the following lectures that oııe does

not have to be specially tutored by Husserl to discovcr psycho-

logical developments that are moving in a phenomenological
diiection. Janet, for example, raised the question of emrıtion jır a
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very new way when he tried to find out \,vhat was the meaning of
a given cmotioır. In a passage in De l'angoisse d l'extase'o he
brought up the case of a young girl who came to consult him but
refused to answer his questions. She ended by falling into a
nelvous crisis which naturally made it iııpossible for her to d<ı

tlıis. The emotion, the nervous breakdowır, and tlıe ınger had a
sense. They were a way of avoiding tlıe intertogatoıy situation
ıvhich the girl had instinctively accepted in coıııing to see Janet
but which şhe had not really decided to undertake.

Iır the same way Freud considered emotion as an action or
realization which is symbolic. In one of his formulae, clearly
slırıwing the relation between his whole enterprise and tlrat of the
phenomenologists, he also maintained that "psychic facts have a
sense" which must be deciphered. He tried to place them in the
total life of the subject, the dynaınics of his belıavior, and thus
to show what they mean.

According to Sartre, for example, emotion is the nıodification
of our re]ation to the world when we abaırdon an ordered way of
acting whiclı takes account of causality, and change over to an
immediate, magical, and fictitious 8ansformation of tlre situa-
tion. Thps a man in a fit of anger will stop trying to unlie the
kırot of a stıing or a shoelace and will suddenly tear it apart,
which does not ıeso}ve the problem of tlıe knot but simply sup_
presses it. Aır orderly way of relating to the object and the wor]d
is replaced by an irrational way in which everything happens as
if tlıe unconditional will of the subiect were able to reach its ıe-
sult by merely projecting itself into the obiect without any etn-
ploymeııt of means. This is an example of what Husserl calls an
eidetic analysis, One gathers together the lived facts involving
emotion and tries to subsunıe them under orıe essential meaning
in order to find the same conduct in all of them.11

Thus we may say, in using a formula of Husserl, that the
relation of psychology to phenomenology is analogous to that of
physics to geometry, In relation to met]ıodological questions, psy-
chology refers to phenomenology. For example, to know what an
eınrıtion is and how to approach it by way of the body or the

ro. Pierre Janet, De l'angoisse d. l'extase (Paris: Alcan, ı9z6-z8).
ıı. This kind of investigation of essence is at the same time an analy-

sis of existence in the modern sense of the ıvord, or at ]east leads toward
tlıiş, since the essence of aıı experience is always a certairı ınodality of
our Ielatjon to tlıe world.
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spirit, or in a neutral plıenomenological way, we need a clarifica-
tion of the internal meaning of the phenomenon, which phenome-
nology can furnish. This does not mean that the work of the
phenomenologist replaces that of the psychologist, any more than
that of the geometer replaces that of the physicist. Geometry
and mathematics in general were necessary preconditions for the
development of ,a physics. But this does not mean that they can
take its place.

In another passage Husserl says that the relation between
empirical and eidetic psychology is the same as that between
sociology and statistics. This means that statistics is necessary
to sociology but does not coincide with it. We must get into con-
tact wiü the social phenomenon, and understand it in its own
pTopel frame, in order to find a social meaning in statistical
facts, In the same way it is necessary to get into contact with the
psyche by phenomenological reflection in order to understand
the results of the empirical investigations of psychology.

In conclusion, Husserl believed that he saw in the psycho-
logical investigations of his time many uncertainties which are
connected with the desire to use scientific techniques. Psychology
rightly seeks to gain a factual knowledge which one obtains only
through contact with a number of different instances of the phe-
nomenon studied, not previously imaginable by us and therefore
tobe found only in experience. But the psychologist believes that
it is sufficient merely to note down these facts in order to under-
stand them. The result is that he examines them in a state of
relative blindness and that in interpreting them he uses confused
concepts taken from our prescientific experience.

From time to time, for example, the psychologist uses the
concept of man, if only to mark off animal from human psy-
chology. But what, more exactly, is the meaning of this notion of
man? Since it is drawn from our common sense, perhaps it needs
to be ıevised. Perhaps it is too broad, so that certain beings we
commonly ca]l men do not really merit the name in terms of a
stTict analysis. In any case, this needs to be examined. Or per-
haps, on the contrary, our notion of man is too naTlow. If we
wele to examine the chimpanzee mole carefully, we might dis-
cover that there is no justifiable reason for excluding him from
the class of anima]s known as men. Our present concept of man
is not at all scientific. It is vague, confused, and in need of psy_
chological clarifi cation.
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Phenomeno]ogical analysis is a clarifying effort of this kind.
It is seeking to identify with rigor, and to link together in an in-
telligible way, the attitudes and traits that may justifiably be
called human. One may say that "psychology will of course be
able to define man, but only at the end of its inquiry." Still, this
is not certain, since the investigation will be concerned with
facts, Will it reveal merely ceıtain characteristics which belong
to the col]ection of individua]s that one ordinarily calls "man,"
or will it show that these characteristics do not belong to all,
or that üey also belong to other individuals not usually called
human? Such a factual investigation will never enable us to de-
cide whether the collection of tıaits obtained in this way deserves
to constitute a definition. Are they essential or only accidental?
Sooner or later this investigation of the essence with which an
eidetic psychology is concerned should be undertaken. But it will
never come to anything so long as the traits accepted for em-
pirical investigation are chosen only because of their frequent
occurence and lıave no powel to reveal üe essence that must be
understood.

g. DifficııIties inıolıed in a suborüination of psychologa: the
iııt er c onne c tioıı s of p sy cholo gy an d phe n om e nolo gy

To this conception of an eidetic psychology two kinds of ob-
jection can be made and, as a matter of fact, have been made.
First, we may easily go astlay, since this kind of psychology rests
on a misunderstanding. The second objection goes much further.
It was seen by Husserl himself, and led him to alter his ideas and
to develop his doctrines beyond the stage of, the ldeas.

The first objection maintains that an eidetig psychology
would be merely a TetuIn to intIospecüon and would therefore
lead to a]l the difficulties from which psychology attempted to
escape rvhen it decided to become a science.

On this point no confusion is possible. For Husserl the dis-
covery of the essence, or the meaning, of a process certainly in_
volves a power of reflection, the ability to find the sense of what
is lived through by oneself or by anoüeı. At the period of the
ldeas he thought that reflective consciousness can arrive at an
evidence concerning itse]f which is absolutely final and that in
it what appeaTs and what is are not distinct. In this sense Husserl
held that consciousness, ot cogito, is.incomparable with external

.t,.
l
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things. These external things appell in zuccessive experierıccs

through diffeıent perspecd;s, İİ lasctıattu,ıLgen, lf conscious-

ness weIe external to'itself there would be no certitude nor

science concerning lt. l" İt,i, sense, it is true to say that f«ır

İİ"rr"l, ", 
for allİhe Cartesians, the existence of consciousness

İ;;;;;1" f.o- the consciousness of existing and that corr-

sequently the consciouİ""" l 
"""a 

to know is the subject that.I

;. l; İ a]so clear, ;;;lİy, that Husserl wislıes to use t}ıis

prrrrrriİy of mysetf to myself, and more generally o[ man to

man, in definiıg ,n"",oİ'l'İİ İ"d reflection,.İn order that knowl-
'"dg"';;İ;; 

porİinl", l ,İ,",t not be cut off from nryself and froın

üe other.
But this does not mean that the internal relation of ınyself to

,"v*lr-r"J to the other l,-"l,""ay scientific knowledge and that

;;İ;;';;;ry.l,"l"gy is introspeciiye, This introspectiorı i,, :"|_
;;;;;;rirt l,İİl," p,",""," of data internal to thc subjcct,

which he observes 
",ra 

^*ni"n are revealed to lıim by thc ıııeıe

façt üat they are'i;;i,*" This is an internal^perception, tlre

noting of an event *ltr, *t,l"l, I coincide, But reflection is not at

all the noting of a fact, lt is, rather, an atlemnt to uııderstand,

lt is not the passive 
-uİİllua, 

of a subject who'watchcs liiııself
live but rather the active effort of a subject who grasps tlıe rrrean-

ing of his 
"*p"ri"",""rl""1,1 

was so İar from making iııternal

perception lito a prıncİpİ, 1t,"t 
he granted^a greatcr certitude, in

ceıtain lespects, to 
"*İ"!,ul 

percep"tion than to internal rıbserva-

t\on. Reflection on,İ"'İİİk"g İr the_essence of what we liae

through is neutral İİ tİ, dist,"inction between internal and ex,

ternal ex\ıerience, rı_^^^ .^L_^d^. ffioqfl
İ'lr r'u'l,". a question of explaining what !ry::J,}Il,_:,"}:1:,

,"Ö?;İ;;;"'ffi ;;i;;""i,rynı11:11*':İ,"*:"i:::,:,i
İLffi;;;' 

" 
;;;;;ig : io, 

"* 
u- pı", "i "1: l}: I_p^" i:^1]: i ll T j

;";;;İ;; ffi *a l.i,"*oJ,s ot ti-:1av111_ 
)"l1'i,9" y:":;"j:, il:I)eIuEıvE oI ways of actiııg

İlarification of the intentions oI meaıırngs . . .1 ^! _.c ^._^+,^f
;İ:'J';Ji#ü ";;" 

;ü ;; ;y o*, 
"o, 

a, ",iy ! | :, ll1 l :*,:::l :l
l^l;H İ;İ;İ:İ;i,i"rpü""" me from oı]I"11'?g_,li i,flİ"wIiUIrr l vvlLır9Jo' """'""i"i 

"t 
another person,ln so far as I have

ing of üe lived exPerit,. 
^ 

^^^-Ai-d +^ I_Irrcqerl ..pııre interna]ff# H#';; öilp;i;;. ıcco,ai"g ;: i:"::]: İ::",]",.;,i*
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grasps just as well the relations of different subjects to each otlrer

-i.e., intersubjectivity.
Internal observation is related to the empirical self. But Hus-

serlian reflection is related to a transçendental subject which is
prepersonal, and neutral with respect to the distinction betrveen
the empirical self and the other, In fact, in the Carüesiqn Medita-
tioııs, he uses the notion of conduct, Gebaren, to introduce his
discussion of the pcrceiviıg of anotlıer. Behavioristic psychology,
therefore, offers no difficulties for an eidetic ıııethod. Eidetic in-
sight applies just as well to the experience of another, because
my experience and his are interrelated in my dealings with him
(by '1ntentional transgression," as the Cartesian Meditations
say). In a vely early article of rgro Husserl also said that the
intersubjective determination of individual psychisms is possible.

Of this first objection, then, let us retain only tlıe notions
which Husserl left unclarified, at the tin,ıe of tlıe ldeas, conceln-
ing the relation between radical reflection-founded on the fact
that I.am no stlanger to myself (Heidegger would say that I am
ııot hidden fronı myself )-and that other awaleness of nıyself
whiclı is not immediate and is capable of error as well as truth.
This leads uş now to the second objection, w}ıich is more in-
teresting, since it penetlates to the heart of the matteL It will
lead us to complete what we have said up to this point, just as
it led Husserl himse]f to deepen his thought. Is it not tlue that an
eidetic psychology, reflectively determining the basic categories
of psyclıic life by reflecting on my experience of myself and the
otlrer, reduces psychology, in the narrowel sense, to a vely Ie-
striçted role? Is it not, then, limited.to a mere study of details?

In his earlier wor]<s Husserl went so far as to say at certain
points that the relation of psychology to philosophy is almost that
of coıılent to fornr, It is philosophy that kırows wlıat space is. It
is fronr psychology, on the other hand, that I gain soıııe informa-
tion concerning the perception of space through certain visual
and tactual contents of experience. If one clings to formulae of
this kind, everything essenüal seemş to be furnished by phe-
nomenology, or philosophic insight. Nothing nıore is left to psy-
clrology than to study certain enıpirical curiosities withiıı the
fıames that are furnishcd by phenomenology.

In other texts Husserl wıote as if psychology ought to con_
ccrn itşelf with causal relations, laws of fact through which thelasl alrdr}ŞrŞ' ' '"'",."rio',,""ii","a to the s;bject in hiınself, It

internal psychology is
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phenomena actually belonging to the province of philosophy are
manifested. Psychology studies a consciousness which is intro-
duced into the body and naturalized. It should concern itself only
with those conditions of existence, or of the temporal order, in
which certain aspects of the phenomenon, oI essence, appear,.

But the description and comprehension of the phenomenon itself
fall to phenomenology. Since the order of essences has its own
certainıies, these tlanscendental relations can nevel be denied
by the order of psychoiogical genesis which is concerned only
with a special application. Is this really all that Husserl thought
about the question? After a]l, the notion of Wesensschau was
developed to found an activity of consciousness which would be
concrete as well as philosophical, both linked to my experience
as well as capable of universality. Does the conception of noetic
insight, such as Husserl had developed it up to this point, corre-
spond to these two conditions?

This question was not resolved in a satisfactoly manneT at
the period of the ldeas, the work on which I have been so far
commenting. But in the later works we can see a further effort to
ıesolve it.

At the beginning of his career Husserl considered all ques,
tions conceTning psychological genesis as secondary. They could
in no case prevail against the philosophical problems concerning
essence. But as his thought matured, he gave a meaning to
genesis which was vely different and much more positive-to
İuch a degree, indeed, that in the Cartesian Meditatiorıs he
speaks of a phenomenology of genesis.

If in Husserl's view the knowledge of facts is impossible with-
out some insight into essence and is always helped by this, it
follows that all sound knowledge of facts must include, at least
implicitly, some insight into essences, and that lJusserl must
admit, as he does in effect, that those psychologists who have
been preoccupied with facts have neveltheless been able to find
out something concerning essences. The division of labor be_

tween eidetic and empirical psychology turns out to be extreme]y
difficult, since as soon as one engages in even the most experi-
mental type of psychological research, in so far as he says anv_

thi4g sound and true, some insight into essence is implied by his
work.

Husserl himself pointed out an analogy between what has
happened in physics and what has happened in psychology. The
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physicists who created physics, in the modern sense of the word,
had an insight into what a physical thing is. Galileo, for example,
of whom Husserl often spoke, was certainly not a phenome-
nologist, He was not even a philosopher in any strict sense of the
word. Nevertheless when he decided to study falling bodies, a
certain intuition of what a physical body is was implied in this
expelimental investigaüon. Spatial deteTmination, for example,
was regarded as altogether fundamental. And when, after Gali-
leo, other physicists added to our knowledge of nature, one can
say that each of them contributed to the development of an
eidetic of physical things. Husserl was not interested in making
the knowledge of essences an exclusive privilege of phenome-
nologists. These are implied in all experimenta] research, and
they appear there whether one is looking for them or not and
whether one wants them or not.

But more needs to be said. It is not only uue that a knowledge
of facts always implies a knowledge of essences, but in addition
to the factual link between the two psychologies, we are going to
see that there is a much closer connection. In oldel to make this
more precise, let us turn for a moment to the nature of the
wesensschau. we must lemember that for Husserl this has the
nature of a finding ( constatation). He often speaks of an "eidetic
constatation." We must also remember that he never envisaged
an a priori, in the sense of a deductive psychology. He says in
the ldeas that there is no "mathematics of phenomena," no
"geometry of the lived." " Why not? Because eidetic, or phenome-
ırological, psychology, in distinction from mathematics, is a
science which is essentially descriptive. The multŞicities ıııith
which geometry is concerned are "mathematical multiplicities,"
whiclı can be exhaustively defined-that is, by a system of
axioms. But in phenomenology there is no question of defining
the objects of psychology by any system of axioms which would
enable us to constluct these different psychical realities.

This is because the essences we may discover, when we force
ourse]ves to think about lived experiences, are not, in Husserl's
telms, "exact essences" capable of an univocal determination.
They are, IatheI, "morphological eşsences," which are inexact
by nature. Husserl says in the ldeas that if one were to dream of
a phenonıenological psychology which would be deductive, he

ız. Cf. Ideas, ltaıs. Gibson, pp. 67, ı8s.
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would fall into the same sort of difficulty as a geometer wlıo, for
example, might dream of giving a rigorous geometrical deIinitioır
of terms such as 'Jagged,"'notched like a lentil," or "like a sun-
shade." 13

There is no geometric definition of these forms, aııd it is
equally impossible to give any constructive definition of t]ıe
different realities with which psychology is concerned. It is
through experience aloıre that tlrey can be knowrı, aııd not
otherwise. Fronr the very beginning, tlıerefore, it lıas been neces-
sary to maintain a close relation between eidetic intuition arrd
that which we do, in fact, experience.

Husserl often says that to see an essence one must begin by
having a perception, which serves as the base, or point of de-
partule, for aWesensşchau but not as the source of its validity.
The relation between perception and Wesensschau is one of
founding (Fundierung); perception, thatis, serves as the ground,
or pedestal, on which an insight into essence is formed. Thus
insight into essence is an intellectual taking over, a makiııg ex-
plicit and clarifying of something concretely experienced; and a
recognition that it comes after something else, from which it
starts, is essential to its nature. It also knows itse]f to be retro-
spective. The idea that it succeeds a more direct contact witlı the
üing itself is enclosed within its very meaning.

One sees already in Husserl the idea of a double envelopınent.
It is true that reflective thought, which determines the nıeaning
or essence, ends by possessing its object and enveloping it. But it
is also tIue that essential insight always understands the concrete
perception of experience as something here and now which pre-
cedes and therefore envelops it. In Husserl's words, the esserrce
presupposes "an important part of intuition" bearirıg on the iır-
dividual. It presupposes that an individual has appeared and tlıııt
one has had a view of it. It also presupposes the Sichtliclı,Iieit, Llüe

visibility of this individual. Or, to put it in another way, it is rro
insight into an essence if one's reflection cannot tuln to a colre-
sponding individual, if one cannot work out "a sense of exaıı-
ples" to illustrate his insight.

What, then, exactlg is the relation between this sen,se of
exaınples andwhat is called induction? It is in working out aIı
answel to this question that we may be ab]e to understaırd the

ıg. Cf. ibiil,, p, zo8,
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relation between phenomenological and empirical, or inductive,
psychology.

We must here recall the profound remarks of Husserl on irı-
duction in general. These were basically opposed to the theory of
induction which held sway at the end of the nineteentlı century,
essentially that of Mill. According to this theory induction is a
process by which, in considering a gIoup of facts, we discover a
coınmon character and set it apart lıy abstractioır, regarding it as
essential to the group of facts froın which we started. Or again,
induction is an operation which enables us to find the cause of a
1ıhenomenon among its various antecedents, by discarding those
wlıich are neither constant nor unconditioned. According to Hus-
serl, induction is not, and never has been, this. His remarks here
anücipate tlıose of Brunschwicg iır his .L?rpErience |ıuınaine et
la causal;it1 physique,

Let us return to the example of Galileo and the fundamental
iırduction wJrich, we may say, created modern physics. How does
Galileo proceed? Does he consideı different examples of falling
bodies and then, by a method of agreement, following the theory
of John Stuart Mill, abstract what is common to these examples?
As a matter of fact, he proceeds in a totally different mannel.
The conception of the fall of bodies wlrich guides his experiınent
is not found in the facts. He forms it actively; he constructs it.
Ile freely conceives the pure case of a freely falling body, of
which there is no given example in our human experience. Then,
having constructed this idea, he verifies it by showing how the
confused empiıical facts, wlrich never lepIesent tlre free fall in
its pure state, can then be understood through the introduction
of additional conditions (friction, resistance, etc. .), whiclr
explain the difference between the facts and the pule concept.
On üe basis of the free fall, therefore, one constructs the fall of a
body oır an inclined plane,

Husserl says in the first volume of the Logical lnuestiqatioııs
tlıat the physicists proceed by "idealisierende Fiktionen cıı?11,

fundanıento in re"-that is, by idealizing fictions which are
nevertheless founded on tlre facts. Let it be, he says, the law of
Newton. Basically it ınakes no assertion about the existence of
gravitating masses. It is another one of those idealizing fictions
by which one purely conceives of what a gravitating mass would
be. Then one determines what properiies it would have, on üe
supposition that it exists. According to Husserl, Newtoıı's law
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says nothing at all about existence. It refers only to what would
belong to a glaütating mass as such.'o

The method actually used by physicists, theıefore, is not the
chimerical induction of Mill, which is never practiced in the sci-
ences. It is rather a reacling of the essence. Through certain
impure and imperfect phenomena, such as the fall of a body on
an inclined plarıe, I read off the free fa]l of the body, which is
üeoretically conceived, or forged, by the intellect. That which
gives its probable value to the induction and which finally shows
that it is truly founded on things is not the number of facts in-
voked to justify it. No! It is Tather the intrinsic clarity which
these ideas shed on the phenomena we seek to understand. Just
as Brunschwicg will show, in his L'Expörience humaine et la
causaktE physiqııe, that one experiment will suffice to establish
a law-that Davy, for example, established the existence of potas-
sium by only one experiment of electrolysis-so Husserl main-
tained that induction is not founded on the collection of a vast
number of cases. It is, rather, a process of intellectual analysis
whose verification consists in the total, or at least sufficient,
clarity which the group of concepts worked out in this way brings
to the given phenomena. Thus laws are not basically live realities
which ı,vould have a force and could ıule over the facts. One
should say, rather, in the language of Malebranche, that they are
a light and not a force.

Let us now compale induction, understood in this way, with
tlıe phenomenological Wesensschaz. This intuition of essences,
like induction, as we have seen, is based on facts. The difference
is that Wesensschaıı is based on the imaginary "free ıari«tion"
of certain facts.In order to gıasp an essence, we consider a con-
crete experience, and then we make it change in our thought,
trying to imagine it as effectively modified in all respects. That
ıuhich remqins inuariable through these changes is the essence
of the phenomena in question.

For example, if we are seeking to form an idea of, or to under-
stand the essence of, a spatial figure, such as this lamp, we must
first perceive it. Then we will imagine aU the aspects contained
in this figure as changed. That which cannot be varied without

ı4. '?rolegomeDa zur reinen Logik," Logische Untersuchungen, z vols.
(Halle: Niemeyer, ı9ı3), I, I5o; cf. English translation by J. lrl. Findlay,
"Prolegomena to Pure Loğc," Logical Lnaestigations, z vols. (New Yoık:
Humanities Press, ı97o), l, ıo6.
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the object itself disappearing is the essence. Suppose that we
wish to form the idea of melody. We recall a tune which we have
learned to sing, and suppose that all the notes and all the rela-
tions between the notes are changed. That which remains in-
variable and without which there would be no more melody is the
eşsence we ale seeking. In the same way, if we are trying to
conceive the essence of a "social process," we wi]l represent to
ouıselves a social plocess in which we have participated or con-
cerning which we have some historical understanding. That
which does not vary through all conceivable variations will be the
essence. Even when one thinks in telms of the pure essence, one
always thinks of the visible-the fact. But in the case of Wesens-
sclıau, the individual fact is neither grasped noı assumed as a
reality, which is shown by the fact üat we subject it to an
imaginary variation.

We are thus led to the following conclusion: If eidetic psy-
chology is a reading of the invariable structure of our experience
based on examples, the empirical psychology which uses induc-
tion is also a reading of the essential stIucture of a multiplicity
of cases. But the cases here are real and not imaginary. After
closer examination, the only difference which we find between
inductive procedure-so far as it is justiffable and moves toward
what is truly essential-and the procedure of eidetic psychology
is that the latter applies imaginary variation to its examples,
while the former refers to effective variations in considering the
different cases that arc actually realized,

If we reflect further, we may see that the relation between the
two is even closer. For when you make an induction on the basis
of facts which aIe vely large in number, you do not examine
every possible, individual case. For example, when you establish
the law of a physical phenomenon, you are not going to
verify the law by every possible va]ue of each variable. You will
limit yourse]f to a finite number of experiments, and you will
then single out one relation that you consider to be always true,
even for the intermediate values between those that you have
verified. This is called "intelpolating," and it requires the use
of that free variation of which Husserl spoke-at least in the
intervals between the values effectively verified. In a certain
number of decisive experiments you perceive certain relations,
and you imagine the rest in function of these relations which are
actually perceived in a finite number of cases. You link together
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the. different examples effectively perceived by arı iıııaginary
variation which will lead from one to the other.

Let us now turn to an example from psychology, ırot plıysics:
the important and interesting notion, now widely ,r".İ, of b"-
havioral lability or instabiHty. How does one arrive at a rrotioıı
of this soIt? One says that a type of behavior is labile eitlıer wlren
it is reproduced without any clıange under very differcııt corıcli-
tions-that is, when it is not flexible-or wheır it changes or
disappears in a way that is wholly unpredictable. One cjİls an
attitude labile both when it is too rigid and when it is not rigid
enough. In using this notion, one therefore ideııtifies the tw<ı
extleme cases-excessive fixity on the one hand and too fre-
quent change on the other, How is this possible? I{ow dcıes orıe
arrive inductively at such a psyclrological notion? It is certairıly
not by any comparison of the given characters of psychological
facts. One could compare the re]evant psychologİcİl factİ as
much as one wişhes without finding anything held in coıııitıon.
What is there in common between a stereotyped nıode of conduct
and one that is evel leady to disappear? Noİhing, certainly, tlıat
is given with the facts. The notion of lability is corrstrucled.

Goldstein introduced it with refereırce to wlrat Iıe callecl
centered or non-centered behavior. The common elemeırt in ex-
1remely .automatic behavior, on the one hand, aırd elılıenrcral
behavior, on the other, is that neither of tlrem is centerecl iıı tlıe
whole conduct of üe individual. The lack of centeriırg is tlıe
meaning held in common by modes of behavior whiclr are al_ı-
solutely episodic and others which are invariab]e ancl ıılonoto-
nous. In both of them we see that the connection betweeır tlre
situation and the lesponse is wholly exterııal, so that the situa-
tion_does not guide the response. The construction of a corıcept
of this kind is very close to Husserl's Wesensschau. Tlıis ls
doubtless why he says so often that everyone perforıns the
Wesensschau. "^Ihe intuition of essences does noİ irıvolve aııy
more difficulties or 'mystical' secrets than percepüoır," 15

This Wesensschqu is not the exclusİve pbssessioır of tlıe
phenomerrologists. As a matter of fact, Husserl says in tlıe lcJeıs
that "everyone is constantly seeing ideas or essences, aııcl every-

_ ı5,_"Philosophie als strenge Wissenschaft," Logos, I (rgıo), z$g;
cf. English translation by Quentin Lauer, "Philosophy as Rigorous Scİence,';
in Quentin Lauer, ed, and trans,, Ednıund Husserl: Pheıİoıııeııologg aııil
the Crisis of Philosophg (New Yoık: Harper & Row, ı965), p. ıro. -
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oııe uşes tlrem in the operations of thought, in spite of the wide-
spread opposition put forth in the name of points of view in üe
theory of knowledge."16 The empiricist theory of induction is
one of tlrese points of view (in the pejoraiive sense of this
phrase), a vague opinion without rigor, whiclı prevents us flo)lı
seeing ourselves when we practice tlı,e Wesensschau, especially
iıı nıakiıg inductions.

ln presenting the matter as I have, I am pushing Husserl
furtlıer than he wished to go himself. FIe nevcr expressly
rec<ıgnizcd tlre fundamental homogeneity of these two modes of
knowledge, üe inductive and the essential. He never admitted
tlrat in the last analysis they were indiscernible and simply dif-
fcred in degree. Nevertheless his notjon of an experienced es-
seııce, or an eidetic experience, contains in gerın the consequence
t}ıat I have just drawn fronı it. But it is a question hele not so
much of a consequence as of an inevitable dialectic of the con-
cept of essence. It follows on principle from Husserl's point of
departure and flom what he proposed to do-namely, to show
tlrat t]ıis knowledge of essences is altogether experieııtial, üat it
does not involve any kind of supersensible faculty, and tlrat in
the last analysis the essence is just aş contingent as the fact. It
also foll<ıws iııversely, from Husserl's poiırt of departure and
Ir«ıırr tlre problem we have formulated in the preceding lectures,
tlrat any knowledge of fact always involves an a priori under-
standing of essence.

lırstead of clearly recognizing the homogeneity of tlre two
modes of knowledge, Husserl was content to insist, as lıe did very
ofteır, on tlıe parallelisrn between psychology and phenome-
rıology. "As a matter of principle," he said, psychology in its
whole development is parallel to phenomenology. Of course, one
miglıt just as well say that phenomenology is always patallel to
psychology and that every significant proposition of eınpirical
psyclıology anticipates a phenomenological truth. As a matter of
fact, Ilusserl did say tlıat "every empirical discovety as well as
every cidetic discovery made on the one side must correspond to
a parallel discovery on t]ıe otlıer." 1' This nleans that for every
assertion of experimeııtal psychology a collesponding eidetic as-
sertion can be found.

ı6, ldğes directrices, p. 74, cf. Ideen, p. 49, ldeas, p. 89.
17. 'T.{achwort zu meinen ldeen," p. 556; cf. Idecs, p. ı5.
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We are here very far from the idea of an eidetic psychology
which by reflection alone would give us the principles of any
possible psychological process and wlıich would pass from the
palticu]al case of a leal mental activity to that of other men as
wel]. We are far from the idea of a philosophical psychology
which wou]d determine not the real but the whole range of the
possibly human. It is human reality which now emerges as the
locus of the Wesensschau. \t is in beconring conscious of myself
as I am that I am ab]e to see essences, and in this context the
real and the possible are not distinct.

I{usserl even came to say that "intentional psychology al-
ready carries tlre transcendent within itself ." " This really means
that there cannot be any basic discord between üe point of view
of psychology and that of phenomenology. It is always the same
subject, man, that is being approached in one way oT the other.
Our image of man may be acquired with all the presuppositions
of an empirical psychology, which takes him as situated within
the chains of worldly causality. But this empirical psychology,
if it really pays attenüon to what it is describing, will always end
by making room for a different perspective which sees man not
as a mele part of the world but as the bearer of reflection. Thus
the interpenetration of psychology and phenomenology-their
reciprocal envelopment-is clearly indicated in these texts as
well as in those I have previously cited.

Certain formulae of Sartre, therefore, in the last chapter of
his small book, L'Imagination, where he tries to define the
thought of Husserl, definitely stand in need of corlection. Sartre
writeş here as if phenomenological, or eidetic, psychology ought
to come frst and ought to rule over all the fundamental ques-
tions. Then after we have learned something about all possible
psychic processes in general, experience may show us the actual
facts. But in the basic intention of Husserl, the relation of these
two apploaches is not merely one of simple succession, as if one
could see essences without any factual experience or could come
to üe facts without inıplying, in his very approach, a certain
vision of essence. sartre writes:

ı8. Based on the French translation by Gabrielle Peiffer and Em_
manuel Levinas, Möditations cartösiennes (Parisı Armand Colin, r93ı),
p. ız6. Cf. the English translation by Dorion Cairns, Cartesian Medita-
tions: An Introduction to PhenomenoJogg (New York: Humanitie§ Press,
ıg6+),p. ıqz.
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A_fter one has determined the various conditions that a psychic
state mu§t necessarily possess if it is to be an image, then only
may we pass from the certain to the probable, and ask of experi-
ence what it can teach us about the images which are actually
present in a contemporary human consciousness.lo

What is perhaps the most important aspect of Husserl's whole
project is lacking in this statement.

As a matter of fact, Sartre himself does not follow the rule
that he here lays down. Although he presents empirical psy-
chology as the servant of phenomenology, he says, nevelthel€ss,
that he embarks on the study of emotion "without waiting for
the phenomenology of emotion to be completed."'o This means
that basically experimental studies, like those of Janet, Lewrn,
and the psychoanalysts, must already Teveal to u§, at least in a
confused way, the essence of Üat with which they are con-
cerned. However it may be with his formulations, SaItIe actually
understands the relation between psychology and phenome-
nology in the way which I have just now tried to explain,

When he departs from this, he is ]ed to artificial distinctions
For example, his book L'lmaginaire " follows this simple plan:
Part I, "The Certain"; Part II, 'The Probable." In the first part
he gives a phenonenological analysis of the essence of the image.
In the second, he turns to the data of experience with üe under-
standing that what has been acquired in the first part is un-
shakable and certain, while what iş now coming is only probable.
But when one reads the work carefully, one finds that certain
results of the first part are actually called in question in the
second. At the beginning of his book, for example, Sartre shows
that the image is defined by its deception and by üe fact that it
is unobservable and empty. When I try to imagine the Pantheon,
I believe that I see it. But if I try to count the pillars, I find that
I cannot do so, which means that basically I do not see anything
at all. The initial phenomenological analysis determines the es-
sence of the image as a false presence, as a nothing which tries
to present itself as a something.

ıg. L'Iınagination, p. I43; English tıanslation, p. 13I.
zo. Esquisse d'une thğorie iles 4motions (Paris: Hermann, ı939), p.

17. Cf. the English translation by Philip Mairet, Sketch for a Theory of
tlle Emotions (London: Methuen, 196z), p. z9.

zı. Sartre, L'Imaginaire (Paris: Gaüimaıd, ı94o); English transla_
tion by Bernard Frechtman, Psgchologg of the lmaginaüioz (New York:
Philosophical Library, 1948).

;]
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But in the second part of the book this fundamental defini-
tion of the image is placed in question when the author analyzes
certain states where a clear distinction between the perceived
and the imaginary cannot be made. If the image were nothiııg
but what was first said-empty and absent-we would never
confuse it with a perception, and illusions would be lıard to
understand. Thus in so far as Sarffe raises the question of il-
lusions in the second part, he necessarily suggests the possibility
of a situation anteriol to the clear distinction between perception
and imagination which was made at the start. He does this, and
with good Ieason. But this means that it is impossible to under-
stand the image by an examination of the pure possibility of an
image in general and by a definition which we would then merely
apply to the analogous empirical examples.

These remarks have a certain importance because they will
enable us to reply to a certain objection often ınade agaiııst
phenomenologists_namely, that they represent a new type of
scholasticism. Thiş means that phenomenological researclr re-
ınains purely verbal. In this view, eidetic intuition would consist
in reflecting on the meaning of certain words in use, like the
word'tmage" or the word "emotion," and then in developiııg tlıis
meaning with the firm conviction of reaching the tlıiırgs theın-
selves. This complaint is not well founded if one refers trı
what Husserl actually intended. But there are certain formulae
of Max Scheler which merit this reproach. For example, Sclrcler
says that the intuition of essences is absolutely indubitable for
a rathel simple leason: because, by definition, experience can
neveT contTadict such an intuition. If experience should show rrıe
an image which does not correspond to what I have determined
to be the essence, then of coulse, by definition, tlris is not an
image. In the same way I may lay down a certain idea of social
proceşs. Then if I find a so-called process in everyday history or
in the past which does not possess the essential characteristics
I have focused, I have the light to say that it is not a social
plocess. Here we are certainly close to scholasticism. If one had
followed this principle in practice, the whole of phenomeırology
would be an instrument for developing the definitions of wortls.

But Husserl never thought in this way, and he was fully
awaıe of the danger. Since his early article on "Plıilosophie
als strenge Wissenschaft," he maintained that there was nothitıg
in common between intuition, as he understood it, and a scholas-
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tic process which'pretends to draw a real knııwledge of things
from tlre analytic judgment that one can make on the meaniııgs
of words." " Flusserl was, therefore, well aware of the danger of
self-deception in proceeding by "eidetic intuition." It is possible
f<ır me to believe that I am seeing an essence rvhen, in fact, it
is not an essence at all but ınerely a concept rooted in language,
a prejudice whose apparent coherence reduces merely to the
fact that I lrave becorne used to it through ]ıabit. The best way
of guardiırg against this danger would be to admit that, though a
knowledge of facts is never sufficient for grasping an essence
and though the construction of "idealizing fictions" is always
necessaly> I can never be sure that my vision of an essence is
anytlıing more *ıan a prejudice rooted in language-if it does
not enable me to hold together all the facts which are known
aırd which may be brought into relation with it. Failing this, it
may not be an essence at all but only a prejudice, I be]ieve tlıat
tlıe logic of things ought to have led Husserl to adınit a vely
close relation between induction, as he understood it, and
Wesensschau, and consequently a final homogeneity among the
different psychologies, whetlıer they be inductive or phenomeno-
logical. I have already said tlrat Husserl never explicitly stated
this. But at least he was well aware of the necessity of defending
plıenomenology against verbalism. Also, after he renounced thÖ
dogmatic solution of an "apodictic evidence" which would en-
able us from the vely staft to transcend language, he was obliged,
as we shall see, to reconsider the imaginary "variation' of
anthropological experience as the way toward eidetic intuition.

Flusserl consistently rejected the different psychologies
which developed in his time, including Gestalt psychology, which
had been created by writers famiüar witlı lıis teaching and in-
fluenced by him. In his "Nachwort," Husserl declared that it
makes no difference in principle wheüer one conceives of con_
sciousness as a totality oI as a sum of psychic atoms, siırce even
this totality of the Gestaltists is just another thing and therefore
not a consciousness.

In his Principles of Gestalt Psychologg, Koffka replied to this
criticism in an interesting way. "A theory like mine," he said,
"sgem_s to imply an extleme psychologism, the idea that all logi_
cal relations and subsistents can be explaiıred by existing reİa_

*. zz. "Piıilosop}ie als strenge Wissenschaft," p. 3o5; cf. ..Pbilosophy as
Rigorous Science," p. 95.
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tions in the domain of psychology or physiology.'' Gestalt theory
admits that all structures of consciousness finally depend on
physiological processes of the same form (..isomorphid') as
their causal foundation. This would seem to imply a pbsition of
extreme psychologism, since the whole order of meanings would
seem to rest on the order of natural events. But Koffka is saying
here that in a psychology like his there is a new way of describinğ
consciousness which avoids the opposed difEculties of both
psychologism and logicism. The description of "psychic process''
in telms of structure should give basic satisfaction to philosophy
in vindicating the order of meanings.

Koffka developed this idea in the following wolds:

This view [of psychologism], which had gained ground at the turn
of _the century, was violently attacked by some of our best philos-
ophers, notably Edmund Husserl, who claimed to have refuted it
once and for a]l. But his alguments rested on the assumption, im-
pücit or explicit, in all "psycbologistic" theories, that psychological
re]ations are merely factual or external. A 'psychologiİm" based on
this assumption has indeed been refuted by Husİerl and other
philosophers. But this refutation does not affect our psychologism

-if _ou_r 
theoıy can rightly be given this name-since İn our üİory

psychological and physiological, or ıather psychophysical, proc-
esses are organized according to intrinsic or internal relations.
This_ point can only be alluded to. It means that in our theory
psychology and logic, existence and subsistence, even, to some
extent, reality and truth, no longer belong to entirely different
rea]ms or universes of discourse befween which no intetligible
relationship exists. It is heıe, if anywhere, that psychology will
have to prove the integrative function that we assigned to iİİn the
ffrst chapter.23

These remarks of Koffka go vely far. Husserl's constant ob-
jection to Gestalt theoly, as to all psychology, is that it fails to
undeTstand the radical and absolute originality of consciousness,
which it reduces either to psychological atoms, as the oldel psy_
chologists did, or to "total" structures which are nevertheleİs
dependent on the natural ordel of events. But fol]owing certain
s}ggestions of Husserl which we have cited above, we may give
üe following reply: If the notion of Gestalt helps us to under-

z3. Kurt Koffka, Principles of Ge§talt Psychologg (New York: Har-
court, Bıace, 1935), pp. 57o-"7r,
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stand many facts and is fruitful in the empirical order, it must
have some phenomenological truth and must have something
to contribute to phenomenology. We do not have to take over
the physiological hypotheses of the Gestaltists, their cerebral
explanations of conscious structules. We should directly con-
sider what they say of consciousness and of the patterns of con-
duct. We may then see that they are calling our attention at this
leve], not to events that are completely external to each other,
but to an internal organization which makes the notions of value
and meaning come to life. This is enough to show that the
Gestalt theory is not merely a new variety of psychologism. It is
rather a way of showing that conscious phenomena are both
tempoıal (for they happen in time and occur at a definite mo-
ment) and yet at the same time internally significant, so that
they can support a certain kind of knowledge and truth,

In other word§, I believe that to give weight to his eidetic
intuition and to distinguish it sharply from verbal concepts,
Husserl was really seeking, largely unknorıı.n to himself, a notion
]ike that of the Gestaltists-the notion of an order of meaning
which does not result from the application of spiritual activity
to an external matter. It is, rather, a spontaneous organization
beyond the distinction between activity and passivity, of which
the visible patterns of experience ale the symbol. In Gestalt
psychology everything bears a meaning. There is no psychic
phenomenon which is not oriented toward a certain significance.
It is really a psychology founded on the idea of intentionality.
But tlıis sense, which inhabits all psychic phenomena, is not
produced by a pure activity of the spirit. It is, rather, an earthy
and aboriginal sense, which constitutes itself by an organiza-
tion of the so-called elements.

This, perhaps, might have been the occasion for Husserl to
recognize a certaiır truth in the "integrating psychology" of
Koffka. By entering into the region of facts and clarifying some
of üem, it has at the same time glimpsed certain essential,
philosophica] truths without knowing or willing this-just as
Galileo, who had no intention of workiırg out an eidetic of the
res extensa, actually did, in his experimental work, lay the foun-
dations for this eidetic.
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tg] THr ScrsNcEs oF MeN AcconDING To Hussnnı

Iıı Hussrnı's THINKING concerning linguistics and his-
tory, we obşerve a development of the way in which ]ıe focused
the problem, which is quite similar to what happeıred to his
conception of psychology and which, in fact, sheds light upon the
latter. In what fo]lows, ouI aim will not be to repeat everytlıing
that Husserl said about linguistics and history but ratheı to ap-
ply his thoughts on these subjects to the clarificatioıı of psy-
chology.

ı, Lingüstics

At the beginning of his studies, like the grammarians of
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, he proposed to plıe-
nomenology the task of establishing a universal grammar by an
apprehension of the essence of language. Just as we need an
eidetic psychology which will determine the essences of the
different regions of psychic activity, so also we need an eidetic
of language which will enumerate and describe those "forms
of meaninğ'without which no language is possible, Tlıe gram-
marian will never be able really to engage in the study of lan-
guages without going ürough this eidetic. We speak German,
Husserl says, and when we embark on the study of a foreign lan-

Euage, we tend to understand this language from a Gerınan
point of view. We conceive of its grammar aııd its categories in
relation to those of the German language.

But if we wish to gain a truly adequate understandiırg of a
foreign mode of speech, we must not proceed in this way. First
of all, we must perform a reduction on all the presuppositions of
our native tongue, in order to isolate the fundamental articula-
tions of language itself, ı,vithout which no language is possible.
It is only on the basis of this universal grammar that we wi]l be
able to think through the different languages in their specificity,
by reconstructing their inner patterns. We nıust study, Husserl
says, such basic forms as categorical propositions with their
primitive specifications, complex conjunctive and disjunctive
propositions, and the ways of expressing universality, parücu-
larity, and singularity. It is only by keeping these fundamental
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opelations in view that we will be able to ask how üe German
Jaırguage, the Chinese, etc., express "the" proposition of exist-
ence, "the" categorical proposition, "the" hypothetical premise,
"the'plural, and "the" different modalities of the possible.

}Iuşserl goes on to say:

We cannot evade the question as to whether the grarırmarian will
be content with his own personal and prescientific views, or with
the confused empirical representatiorrs provided by a particular
historical gramınar, like Latin, of the fornıs of signification. Is he
following such feeble guides? Or does he have in view the pure
system of linguistic Pattelns in a scienti_fi.cally deteımined and
Üeoretically coherent form-that is to say, in the form of our
theory of patteıns of signiffcation? 2a

The eidetic of language should therefore be established at the
very beginning. The empirical study of language slıould come
afterward, directing itself to the relevant facts, claıifying them,
and then reconstruçting them in the light of the essences already
determined.

At the beginning of lris career, Husser] thought that we cou]d
bypass our mother tongue in reflecting on language as such,
tlrus penetrating to the essences which belong necessaıily to any
possible language. After this, we might t]ren understaııd ouı own
peculiar ways of speaking as special cases of this universal
language. This mode of approach is interesting, because it in-
volves a dogmatic conception of, the Wesensschqu. With respect
to such a conception the following question at once arises: Do
we have at our disposal the means of detaching ourselves from
the historical roots of the language we speak, so that we can
penetrate directly to the essence of language in general?

To arrive at this universal, rational gramm€ır, is it sufficient
merely to reflect on the language whiclı we already speak and
poşsess, or is it essential that we should {irst make contact with
oüer languages? Is language an instrument that we may
directly objectivize and dominate by the Wesensschau, which will
give us a reliable knowledge of its necessary and universal
structure? Or is it not true, rather, that we gain access to the

z4. "Untersuchung der Unterschied der selbststendigen und unselbst-
stiindigen Bedeutungen und die Idee der reinen Granımatık," Logische
Unteısuchu.ngen, II, 339. Cf. Fourth Investigation, "The Distinction be-
tween Independent and Nonindepeııdent Meaniııgs and the Idea of Puıe
Grammar," Logical Inaestigations, II, sz6.
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universal stlucture of language only by first learning other lan-
guages and by coexisting with theın?

Can we order the universal functions of language in a table
of canonical forms that any language must possess to be a
laırguage? or İs it not true, rather, that we gain access to what
different languages have in common only by grasping something
of their total power of expression, without being able to make
certain forms of one co respond to forms of the other, without
seeing them a]l in the light of one single, universal language?

This question is exactly parallel to the one which we raised
in our consideration of psychology. When Husserl laid it down
that all empirical research must be preceded by an eidetic in-
tuition of what an image is, what a perception is or in general
by the apprehension of a pure essence, we raised the question
of whether we could arrive at such conceptions without Tecourse
to the facts. And since Husserl himself conceived of his eidetic
intuition as an experience, a ionstatation, we then raised further
questions coırcerning the relation between this contact with the
facts, which is rea]ized in science, and the sovereign insight
which enables us to BTasp essences through the facts in which
they are incarnate.

At the beginning of his investigations, Husserl seems to ab-
sorb all facts into a universe of thought which determines every
psychological possibility, as it should be determined, before any
serious reference to empiıical psychology. But here, as elsewhere,
Husserl was not able, and finally did not wish, to defend a
dualisnı between tlıe experimental (scientific) knowledge of
facts and philosophical reflection.

As his thought developed, his conception of the relation be-
tween language and reflection changed profoundly. At the be-
ginning, tlrere is a .ıryay of thotıght which detaches itself from
concrete language and constructs a tab]e of all linguistic pos-
sibilities. But as he advanced, our ıeflection on language ap_
peared to him less and less an operation by which we may bypaİs
conclete languages to arrive at a puTe, universal essence, of
which each empiıical mode of speech is only a possible instance.
This reflection becomes less and less a sovereign thinking, owing
nothing to the facts. The a priori of language (what one finds by
reflecting on it) is less and less a "genera] and rational gram_
mar."

In an issue of tlıe Reııue internationale de philosophie de-
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voted to Husser], H. J. Pos 25 showed that, according to the last
conceptions of Husserl, reflecting on language no longer means
to depart from it in order to arrive at a thought which will com-
pletely envelop and possess it. To reflect on language is, rather,
to lecover an experience which is anterior to the objectivizing
of language and certainly anterior to the scientific obseTvation
of it. In this experience the subject, who speaks and writes,
passes beyond language only by exercising it and by taking it
over.

According to Pos, there is a fundamental difference between
the philosopher, or the phenomenologist, who reflects on lan-
guage and the scholar who knows language objectively, according
to the documents which are there before him. The phenomenol-
ogist tries to lecover an awareness of what a speaking subject
really is. He is certainly not in the attitude of a learned obselvel
who is confronting something external to him. This observer,
for example, may be considering the state of the French language
at the time when I am speaking and may be showing how this
is explained by some preceding state. He is thus relating the
present to the past. But the speaking subject is not concerned
with the past. Most of those who are presently speaking French
know nothing of etymology or of the linguistic past which has
made possible the language they are speaking. And the linguists
themşelves admit that this is explained not by its historical
origins but rather by actual usage. The speaking subject is
turned toward the future. Language for him is above all a
means of expression and of communicating to others his inten-
tions, which are also turned toward the future.

The observer also has a strong tendency to analyze into a
series of plocesses which he regards as relatively independent of
one another. He will show how such and such a French turn of
phrase goes back to a certain origin and how other parts of the
French system go back to otheT origins. He may even show, as
a result of such analysis, how the unity of a given language
breaks down. Thus there is no precise moment in history when
I-atin ceases and French begins. There is ng such moment at
which one can reasonably say: here is the frontier between
Latin and French. There is no rigorous procedure which will

z5. H. J. Pos, "Ph6nom6nologie et linguistique," Reıue internationale
de philosophie, I (ısas), 354-65.
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enable us to determine ttıe exact beginning of a linguistic reality.
It has no precise spatial and temporal limits.

Similarly if we look within a given language, we find different
dialects which are compatible with its unity but whose liınits are
extremely vague. If one deflnes Provençal by a certain nuınber of
words, turns of phrase, forms of expression, etc., there is no
moment when all these are in use equally and at once, no de-
terminate place wlrere Provençal as a whole is perfectly realized.
Between the regions where it is dominant and tlıose wlıere it
does not prevail there are always zones of transition.

This led Vendryes'u to say that a language can never be
identified as a reality. It is, Iather, "an ideal which never şuc-
ceeds in being realized." We may say üat it is in the air between
the speaking subjects but never fully realized in any of them.
From the point of view of the observer, therefore, there is reasoıt
for doubting the reality of different languages, Arıd as we lıave
seen, Vendryes conceded some truth to the idea that there is
only one single language, since there is no way of finding tlıe
precise limit where one passes to another,

But for the subject who is actually speaking, who is no
longer an obseraer confionting language as an object, lris laıı-
guage is undoubtedly a distinct reality. There are regions where
he can make himself understood and others where he canırot.
For him it means something to be speaking French. The circum-
stances may be more oI less precise, mole oI less rigorotıs, more
or less complex, depending on the culture of the speaker. But
for him there is always a moment, a boundary, beyond whiclı lıe
no longer understands and is no longer understood.

These two points of view are different. And accordins to Pos,
the most distinctive idea in Husserl's thought about language
at üe end of his ]ife is that üe chief task of linguistic philosophy,
or phenomenology, is to regain an awaleness of the speakirıg
subject. He moved far from the old text of the Logical lıııestiqa-
tions, to which I have just referred. There is no longer any ques-
tion of making us leap beyond language into a universe of
thought in which it would be included as a particular sector.
Reflection on larıguage now consists not in returning to a
transcendental strbject, disengaged from all actual liııguistic

z6. Joseph Vendryes, Le Langage: Introduction liııçluistique d l'Iıistoire
(Paris: Renaissance du Livre, ı9zı); English translation by Paul Radin,
Language: A Lingüstic lntroiluctionto History (New York: Knopf, ı9z5).
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situations, but to a speaking subject who has no access to any
truth nor to any thouglıt with a claim to universality except
through the practice of his language in a definite linguistic situa-
tion.

Husserl's change of miırd on this point is ]inked with the
maturing of his whole philosoplıv. In our thinking we do not
find in particular phenomena, such as language, a consciousness
wlıich can dispose, in an explicit fashion, of all that is necessary
to constitute itself. We must, ratlıer, become aware of üis para-
dox-that we nevel free ourselves from üe particular except by
taking ovel a situation that is all at once, and inseparably, both
liınitation and access to tlre universal. There is no longer any
question of constructing a logic of language, a universal gram-
mar, but rather of finüng a logic already incorporated in the
word. Husserl was saying of language what lre also said of other
sectors of his philosophy, that üe most profound reflection
consists in rediscovering a basic faitlr, or opinion (Urglaube, Ur-
doxa)-that is, a reason which is already incorporated in serısi-
ble phenomena. It seemed to him that to reflect on language is
to clarify the activity of the speaking subject, to fiırd a leason
already incorporated in these means of expression, this language
which I know because I anr it.

This is why, in his last unedited writings, Ilusşerl found a
much deeper significance in the problem of language. In Forınal
and Traııscendental Logic, published during his lifetime, he al-
ready expressly indicated tlrat to speak is not at all to tra:nslate a
thouglıt iııto ıaordş. It is rather to şee q certain object by the
word,

The intention of signifying |Meiııuııg7 is not fouııd outside the
words, or at their side. It is rather the case that, iıı speaking, I
constantly achieve an interna_l fusion of tlıe iııtcntion with the
words. This intention, we may say, animates the words, aırd as a
result all the words, and indeed each word, iıcarnate an intention;
and once incaınated, they bear this in thenıselves as their mean-
ing."

The relation of languagc to thought is here comparable to
that of the body to consciousness, a problem with which Husserl

z7, Form.ale und, transzendentale Logilı (Halle: Niemeyer, 1929), p.
zg; 

_c_f 
. English translation by Dorion Cairns, Forıııal aııd, Transcendeııı-İl

Löğic (The Hague: Martinus Nijhotr, 1969), § 3,p,22,
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was always preoccupied. At the beginning of his career, he iıı-
sisted on the fact that this relaLion was purely external. When
I reflect on consciousness, I find it pure. But when I think about
man-that is, consciousness linked to a body_I must perforın
what he cal]ed an "apperception." This means that I mÜst seize
this consciousness not as it truIy is in itse]f but only as it is
causally linked to a certain object which I call ..the bohy.'' Thus
according to this first conception, my relation to anotheİ person
consists o_nly in conceiving, or "apperceiving,'' back of the body-
object a thinker who is not mixed-with thiJ body and is not al-
tered by being joined to it, But as Husserl's thought matured-
for example, in the Cqrtesiqn Meditations, written much later-
his conception of the relation of one person to another aırd of
consciousness to the body became much more profound.

In the Cartesian Meütations the experiencÖ of üe other is
like some_thing taught me by the spontaneity of my body, It is as
if my body learns what my conscİousness cannot, for İhls body
takes the actions of the other into account, realizes a ,ort of
coupling with üem, oI an "intentional transgıession,'' without
which I would never gain the notion of the other as other. Thus
the_body is not only an object to which my consciousness finds
itself externally linked. For me it is the Önly way of knowing
that there are other animated bodies, which iıso -uans that iti
own link with my consciousness is more internal and essential.

The same is true of language. Consciousness of language is
no longer the separated foundation of a language, ı,İ1,1ğ l,
secondary 

_to it and derived. To know what lİnguage is, it is
necessary first of all to speak. It no longer sufficeİ to reflect on
the languages lying before us in histoİical documents of the
past. It is.necessa_ry to take üem over, to live with them, to speak
them. It is only by mal<ing contact with this speaking sublect
that I can get a sense of what other languages ar-e and Jan mbve
around in them.

^ _This e_xplains why it iş that finaily, in the unpııblished texts
of Husşerl_that on The Origin of Geometry,'* foİ example_he
admitted that the problem of language is fundamental, lf one
wishes to gain any tıue clarity on the existence of ideas and

. ı8. Since published, See .'Dje Frage nach dem Ursprung der Geome_frie aıs intentional-historisch_es Probiem," Reaue internaiiorrn"ı" rü" İnııİİİ-phie,I (ıl3s), ?o3-z5; trn_gl§h tıanslation by David Carr, ..'rlıeb'rİğın otGeometly," in The Crisis of European SciencÖs, Appendlx VI, pp. ssİ._r8.
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cultural objects in the actual world. We must recognize that what
we call 'ldeas" are carried into the world of existence by their
instruments of expression_books, museum§, musical scores,
writings. If we wish to understand how the phenomenon of
"ideal existence" is possible for a number of subjects, who do
not live at the same time, to participate in the same ideas, we
must first understand how the thoughts of one single subject
are incorporated in the culttıral instruments which convey them
outside and make them accessible to others.

I do not ıırish to elaborate here on the problem of the origin of
language in its ideal edstence, as founded on external expression
and on the public document, although I am perfectly clear that a
radical clari-fication of üe mode of being of idea] complexes finds
here its ]ast condition.zg

We are far from the initial position of the Logical Inıesüga-
tions, where the existence of a given, particular language was
founded on ideal existence, a universal grammar, the essence of
language. Here üe possibility of an ideal existence and of com-
munication between particular srıbjects is finally founded on the
act of speaking as it is rea]ized in writing or in üe spoken word.
There is rro longer any question of starting with a universal
language which would furnish the invariable plan of any possible
mode of speech, and of then proceeding to the analysis of
particular languages. It is exactly the reverse, The language
whiclı is present, actual, and effective becomes the model for
understanding other possible modes of speech. It is in our ex_
perience of the speaking subject that we must find the germ of
universality which will enable us to undeıstand other languages.

There is no doubt, I be]ieve, that Husserl was here approach-
ing certain insights of contemporary linguistics, especially that
of Saussure. This return to the speaking subject, which Husser]
called the phenomenology of language, is required not only for
philosophic thought but for linguistics itself, as Saussure con-
ceived of it. To deal with given languages objectively is not
enough. We must study the subject who is actqally speaking. To
the linguistic of language we must add the lingÜistic of the word.
This convergence of the thought of Husserl pnd Saussure is
relevant to what I was saying above concerning the relation be-

z9. Ibid., p, 2ıoi cf. English translation, p. 358. ]
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tween psychology and phenomenology-namel}, tlrat tlrere js
agTeement, not opposition, between the immanent developınent
of the sciences of man and that of phenomenology. This agree-
ment promises us a solution of problems concerning the relation
between üese sciences and philosophy. As his thinkiııg devel-
oped, Husserl was led to link more and more what he had at
first sharply separated-the possible and the actual, essence and
existence. This movement corresponds to thc evolution of tlre
human sciences, in so far as they are tending to free thenrse]ves
from those scientistic and positivistic postulates which perhaps
favored their beginnings but which ale now retarding their
further development.

z. History

Here again, at the beginning llusserl affirmed the necessity
of an eidetic of history, an a priori science which wou]d deter-
mine üe real meaning of a number of concepts historians use
blindly and without careful examination. One cannot learn what
a "social plocess" or a "religion" is simply by doing empirical
history and by being a historian. It is certainly clear that, iıı so far
as these historians have not clarified the sense of the words they
ale using, they themselves do not know what it is they are talking
about. If it aims to show that historical work must define the
categolies, or essences, implied in it, this remark is sound.

Take, for example, Durkheim's famous investigation of
totemism in his Form,es ölömentaires d,e lcı üe religieuse, He
asked hinıself how one should understand the pheııomenon of
the sacred as it is found in Australian totemism. llaving shcıwn
that, in the tribes considered, the experience of the sacled oc-
curs at moments devoted to totemic celebrations and at annual
reunions when social bonds are strongest, lıe thouglrt he cou]d
draw the conclusion that in general the sacreıl is an expressiorı
of the socia]. Sirıce the sacred is an essential element in religion,
he also concluded that religion in general is tlre social.

It is of couı,se true that definitions are free aırd tlıal Duılr-
heim had the right to ca]l the social, and the sacred, religious.
]]ut in giving thb title Elementary Fornıs of tlıe Religious Life to
his book, he i4plied soıııething more. He meant to say tlrat tlıe
phenomena stddied by lıim (Australian totemism) are elenıen-
tary-L|ıat is, they reveal the elements, or Üe essence, of re]i-
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gion in such a way üat every particular religion must be
considered as a variation on this theme. With respect to a postu-
late of this kind, the demands of Husserl ,"em İo ne jusİlfied.
Even if this study of tlre sacred in Australian totemism wbre itself
incontestable, the question of ıvhether the sacred is the ..ele-

nentaly"' or essential, religious plıenomenon would stiJl be left
open. There are many religious phenomena w]rich are more rich
and more varied than Australian totemism. Must we be]icve that
tlrey are mere supelstluctules based on tlıe sacred as it is ex-
perienced by these tribes? This cannot be postulated, and it is
precisely the object of Husserl's questions to obtain such a clari-
fication. What is a religion, or what is the essence of religion? If
it really is the sacred, then Durkheim may draw his universal
conclusioıı. But if the sacred is only a ]ateral, or clerived, phe-
nomenon, always present but never having the same sense in
different religions, then Durkheim's in,İestigations do not
authorize the general conclusion he wished to drİw from tlrem.

There is, tlrerefore, sometlıing well foundecl in this iclea of
Husserl that contact with the facts is not eırouglr to determine,
for example, whether we ought to distinguish between '.religion
as an idea and religion as a cultural form,'' History shows İul-
ttıral forms to which we give the naıne ..religicın,'' but from the
valiety, confusion, and incohereırce of tlıese phenomena, as
they are given, should we conclude that they İan stil] be an-
alyzed? Or should we wait for another possibİe experience that
ıvould be not only religious but also pure religionl İ.nls question
cannot be answered by a mere examinatioıı of the factİ. It re-
quires reflection on the essence of religion, as well as a phenome-
nology oftıistory. In the same way history shows us thaİEgyptian
art is such and such, that Greek art is this and that. But on this
basis one cannot come to any legitiınate conclusion concerning
tlre universal forms of all possible art. We rnust begin by rel
flectiııg on wlrat art is, on what it can be-whiclı lİ again a
determination of essence, History also shows us a nunüer of
juridical 

_şystems. But according to }Iusserl the investigation of
relevant historical facts jn whieh just law is manifestedrcmains
"confused," unless oııe has determined what just lar,v is, in
principle, by a reflection that is not of the eınpirical order.

Husserl first said, in_ brief, that history is unabte to judge
aıı idea. It is true that tlrere are lıistorians ıı,ho write as İr tı"
ideas are being judged by the facts. T]re reciting of events or

i
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the analysis of instituüons seems by itself to show that a certain
ideal pattern, such as religion or monarchy, either is or is not co-
herent, either depends or does not depend on a chance coinci-
dence. But in reality, Husserl said, the history which sets up
values and judges arrives at these values not in the facts but
in an ideal splrere. It involves a latent phenomenology whiclı is
not expressed and wlrich is, therefore, probably incorrect, In his
first conception the hierarchy is very clear. There is a reflection
on historical possibilities which is autonomous and independent
of any knowledge of historical facts.

Tlıe conception of historicity which Husserl constructed at
the beginning of his caleer resulted directly from this principle.
He fotınd among his contemporaries certain phiJosophers who
were concerned to remain in close touch with the present. They
accepted the Weltanschauung conception of Dilthey. According
to them, philosophy is not a type of knowledge which develops
with absolute certaiııty outside time. At each moment it shou]d
be, rather, a conscious grasp of what is sound in the scientific
results already acquired as well as a synthesis of these, which
must be provisional, approximative, and only probable. In his
article "Philosoplıie als strenge Wissenschaft" Husserl took a
stand against the position of these philosophers, He did this in a
mannel which was decisive but also carefully shaded.

He began by declaring üat Dilthey and the Weltanschaııung
philosophy were celtainly responding to a legitimate need-that
of deciding in a single lifetime to live in üe light of reflection and
to arrive in this way at effective, practical conclusions. Tlris
philosophy, he said, has a firm grasp of the truth that we have
an end in the finite, since oul lives are limited and we have to
govern them. It would be nonsense to deny these responsibilities.
In a unique life there must be a method of constant approxima-
tion rather than practical, apodictic celtainties, Morality wou]d
lose its meaning if it were emptied of its essential finitude. Moral
man must arrive at judgments and, in any caşe, at acts which
imply judgments. Similarly it is necessaTy for him to orient
himself in the world and at each moment to have a conception
of the world, even though scientific philosophy, which is ceTtain
and rigorous, is not yet fully developed.

Only, Husserl adds, this practical necessity of answering
problems of existence is not a sufficient justification for the con-
ception of philosophy aş a Weltanschauung that is merely prob-
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able. A truly rigorous plıilosophy would give an answel to the
problems of the time. It would construct the idea of our time,
and wou]d think this time through just as we]l as, or even bettel
than, the others. As a consequence, precisely in being philosophia
perennis, it wou]d be the philosophy of the present. If under the
pletext tlrat this philosophy is not yet on hand, one turns from
it and abandons it for the sake of aWeltansch,aııung, one weak-
ens true philosophy and postpones the solution of the problems
posed. Therefore we slıould not look to wisdom but to philosophy,
not to a meı-e view of the world (Weltanschauzıng) but to the
science of the world (Weltıaissenschafü). So Husserl decided
against these philosophers of Weltanschauzıng, who are able to
struggle but never to gain a decisive solution. According to him,
they "place theit end in the finite. They wish to have their sys-
tem, and then enough time to live in accordance with it."'o

Husserl, therefore, recogrıized that the problems posed by the
present are legitimate, and he never said that philosophy ought
to abandon them. But he thought that it could not arrive at these
problems of ]ife except by the way of an absolute knowledge.
If de jure plıilosophical research is not remote from the present,
at least de facto it is, and since it requires much time and all our
human powers, it should become in itself a way of existing and
not a mere preparation for life, as it was for Dilthey. Thus
flusserl never denied that the philosopher experiences the need
of tlıinlring through and of judging his time, in so far as he has
to live an individual life. But he did not want to sacrifice üe
least element of philosophical rigor to present exigencies. Hence
he conceded, as a consequence he had not wished but had to ac-
cept, that philosophers should not have any deeply motivated
opinion on present affairs, if at this price they could contribute
to the founding of a tluly rigorous philosophy whiclı eventually
would be a total plrilosophy and, therefore, also a philosophy of
tlıe present.

We nıust here remember that even at the beginning Husserl
never chose eternity as against time. He never said that philo-
sophical existence was absolute. He said only that, since philos-
ophy demands an unlimited effort, if we wish it to be truly
rigorous and truly a philosoplry, we must sell neither it nor our
powels to oul time. As a matter of fact, Husserl knew that

3o. "Philosophie als strenge Wissenschaft," p. 338; cf, "Philosophy
as Rigorous Science," p. r43 (see note 15, above).
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philosophy had eaten up the whole of his hfe, and he ncver coın-
plained. tsut he nevel thought that philosophy was the wlı«_ıle of
life.

Afterward he perceived that philosophical activity cannot be
defined as reflection concerned with essences, as o1ılıosed to
practical activity concerned witlı existence. In order to see tlıiırgs
more clearly than he had been able to see therır in tlıe past,
what was of primary importance now seemed to hinı to be
historicity. When one reflects and thinks things througlr to tlıe
very end, one will not necessalily arrive at eternal truths. tsy
the purest thought one will, rather, discover an intelligible be-
coming of ideas, a "generation of meaning" (Siııııgenesis). In
the last analysis, cultural realities are of such a ılature that we
cannot reflect on them without discovering in the sense of these
notions a "sedimented histoly." It may be t}ıe theorenr of Pythag-
oras; it may be the more modern conceptions of geoınetry in
the nineteenth century. When we reflect on these ideas it may
seem to us, at our first view, that we have arrived at invariable
elements, always the same in all thinking for all ınen wlıo have
lived or ever will live,

But after regarding them more carefully, we preceive that
Euclidean geometry includes ideas, of couTse, but ideas that
have a date. Nineteenü-century geomeEy takes tlreın «ıver but
defines them otherwise and finally considers Euclidean space as
a special case of one that is more general. Thiş nıearrs that in
spite of its apparent lucidity and its air of eternity, Euclidean
space was not self-evident. Until the time of the non-Euclidean
geometries, it was not entirely penetrated by the spirit but in-
cluded a certain coefficient of contingency. It was, after all,
a cultural formation which included finite and'naive" elcments
linked to a celtain temporal state of knowledge. Hence while it
did not have to be destroyed or discounted by what came after,
it had to be at least completed, elaborated, and sublimated by
later geometric conceptions. Thus when we reflect even on
geometric notions, we discover a historical becorıring. As Plato
said loııg ago, we üscover that the ideas are not at rest.

If this is true, where, then-if we may speak in üis way-is
the place of philosophy? It is evidently not in the event; nor is
it in üe eternal. It is in a history which iş not the suın of tlrese
events placed end to end, şince they force each other out of
existence. But this history is thinkable, compreherısible. It offers
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us an order, a sense to which I do not have to submit but which
}..p ql":". in p_erspective. Husserl called üis an ..intentionJ
jırstory." Otheıs have ca]led it ..dialectic.'' This is wlıy we find
terms in the later writings of Husserl that he would not have
thought of_employing at İhe beginning, such as ..tl," nuropean
sciences." He came to see an eisentiil value in the histo;ic;i
developm_ent of European philosophy and science wlıich rnust becontinued. Certain notions cannoİ b'e attained except ny , ,".l",of succ.essive step_s and by a sedimentation of meanlng wrıicrı
makes it impossible for the new senşe to appear beforelts time
aı:d apart from certain factual conditions. df 

"ou..", 
this know]-

$s" l, univcrsal, and, there is_no question of restricti"g iİ tothose who have brought it forth or of ]imiting it to nrİop"*forms of existence. In order to surmount the 
*crisis 

it is Jnino
tlırough, it must be rendered universal in fact, as it is İ; İlgh;Certainly nothing was more foreign to Husserl thrr, u nrrffi,
chauvinism. For him European İnowledge would nıaintain itsvalue only by becoming capable of undersİancling what l. .,o1İİ-
self.

What is new in the later writings is that to think philosophi
g|lı, to be a. philosopher, is no loıİger to leap from 

"*i.tencİ to
İ,rİ"]r"": to depart from facticity in order to join the idea. Tothink philosophically, to be a phllosopher-in relatioır to thepast,.for example-is to underİtand thls past through the ;-terna] link between it and us. Compreh".rrion thus Üecomes acoexistence iır history, which extehds not only to ouI con-temporaries but also to plato, to what is back of us, and to whatis before us and far distant. Philosoplıy is the taking or". oİcultural operations begıın before ow İlrn" an<i pursued'ir, ."r"|different ways, which we now "reanimate" -and 

'teactivate]'
i'rom the standpoint of our present. philosophy ııre, rrom irri.
power of interesting ourse]ves in everythin g tiat rras ııeen ana
is attempted in the order 

9j T"_*.l"ase and of ]ife, and 
"İfi"di;;a sharable sense in it, as_if al] things-were present to us througfi

our plesent. The true place of philosophy is not time, in tfre
sense of discontinuous time, nor is it the eiernal. It is ,aiher the
.llvilq pre_seni' (lebendige Gegenıııart)-that is, th" p;;r;;;
T *|i"! the whole past, everything foreign, and the wİıole of
the thinkable future are reanimarcd]

so far as historical invesligations are concerned, we can now
see that at the end of his life Husserl came to have a u"ry Jiff"r-
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ent idea of them from that which he had at the beginning. He
now saw in historical and ethnographic facts a value, a signifi-
cance, a power of teaching that he had not seen before.

He admitted from the beginning that history can teach some-
thing to the philosopher; it can lead him to the objective spirit
(Gemeingeist).'1 He had already indicated that a historian who
criticizes a phenomenon*like "Christianity" oı "monarchy," for
example-showing tlrat these are nothing but names given to
series of incoherent facts lacking any essential unity, is already
beginning a work of reflection and doing plrilosophy without
knowing it. A]l cliticism, he said, is the inverse side of a positive
affiımation. Consequently, eveTy historical criticism involves a
systematic intuition which must be brought into the light. Hence
]ıe was prepared to grant, at tlris early stage of his career, that
there was a confused intuition of essence in concrete historical
ıesearch. Later on lıe conceded more explicitly that contact with
historical or ethnological facts is not only suggestive but even
indispensable for any true apprehension of the possible.

If is important to note the extraordinary interest aroused in
Husserl by his reading of L6vy-Bru7ıI's Primitiae Mgtlıologg
|Mıltholoçlie primitive], which seems rather lemote from his
ordinary concerns. What interested him here was the contact
with an alien culture, oI the impulse given by this contact to what
we may call his philosophical imagination. Before this, Husserl
had maintained that a mele imaginative vaIiation of the facts
wou]d enab]e us to conceive of every possible experience we
might have. In a letter to L6vy-Bruhl which has been preserved,
he seems to admit that the facts go beyond what we imagine
and that this point bears a real significance. It is as if the imagi-
nation, left to itse]f, is rınab]e to replesent the possibilities of
existence which are realized in different cultures.

It is a task of the highest importance, which may be actually ,i

achieved, to feel our way into a humanity whose life is enclosed in 
1

a vital, social tradition, and to trnderstand it in this unified socialf
life. This is tlıe basis of the world which is no mere Tepresentationl

|Weltaorstellungl bııt rather the world that actually is for it|
|sondern die fi:tr si.e ııirlıliclı seiende WeIt ist1.32 

l
.ır, Ibid"-,p. 328; cf. English translation, p. I29. İ

jz. The letter is in the Husserl Archives at Louvain,
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Huşserl was struck by the contact which L6vy-Bruhl had
established, through his book, with üe actual experience of
primitive man. Having made this contact with the author's aid,
he norv saw that it is perhaps not possible for us, wlıo live in
certain historical traditions, to conceive of the historical possi-
bility of these primitive men by a mere variation of our inragina-
tion. For these primitives are nonhistorica| (Geschichtlos). There
are certain "stagnant" societies, as they are sometimes called, in
which oul conception of history is simply absent. Life for them is
only a plesent which is constantly renewed and simply succeeds
itse]f. How is it possible for a German, boın in the nineteenth
century in a milieu (Umıuelt) which is not fixed but in a world
which has a national past to be realized and a future paltly
realized, to know this by mere imagination? If one is born into
a culture which is structured by historical time, by an ancient
past tlıat has now arrived and a future becoming past, how
will he leplesent "a ]ife that is only a flowing present" (strö-
mende Gegenwart)?

He will have to reconstitute the lived experience and the
actual milieu of the primitive man. The merit of L6vy-Bruhl's
work is that it revived this milieu, the enüronment of the prim-
itive man. Civilizations like ours grant that men of the past had
a future in view and that all theşe futures have come to a pIesent
in which they are sedimented. We now have the impression that
we also are oriented toward a future which will take over what is
good as well as what is bad in our plesent and, through this, in
the life of our predecessors, perhaps giving them a sense which
they did not have before or, on üe contrary, Iemaining faithful
to them. Whether we consider our lives as a luptule with the past
oı as a continuation of it, there is always an internal relation
between that which has been, that which is, and that which will
be. This is precisely that historicity (Geschichtlichlıeit) which
does not existin stagnant, orfrozen, societies.

We must have an experience which is organized in such a
way as to expTess the who]e enyironment (Umwelt) of these
primitive men. There must be a joining of effort between an-
thropology as a mere inventory of actual facts and phenome-
nology as a mere thinking through of possible societies. It is
essentia] that this abstract phenomenology shouıld come into
contact with the facts, that it should work out, as L6vy-Bruhl did,
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short, which would be neither eternal and without root in the
present nor a mere event destined to be replaced by another event
tomoIrow, and consequenğ deprived of any intrinsic value.
Flusserl began like all phi.losophers; that is, he tried to achieve a
ıadical reflecüon. He tried to Ieflect on this power of thought
whiclı he was, and this radical reflection finally discovered, be-
hind itself, the unreflected as the condition of its possibility,
witlıout which it would have no sense.

Reflection is historicity-on the one hand the possession of
ınyself and on the oüer my insertion into a history. These two
elements are not antagonistic to eaclr other, In so far as thought
matules, they become correlative. It belongs to tlıe nature of my
reflection to gain possession of myself and in consequence to
free myself from determination by external conditions. But in re-
flecting in this way, and just because I am doing it with the pur-
pose of escaping external temporality, I at once discover a
temporality and a historicity that I am. My reflection iş taken
over from preceding refiections and from a movement of ex-
istence which offers itself to me. But, Husserl said, it always
involves a certain degree of naivet6, It never lifts itself out of
time.

For example, the relation between philosophy and the lristory
of philosophy is reciprocal. Tlre philosopher understands the
history of philosophy by his own tlıoughts, and yet at the same
time he understands himself in re]ation to the history of philos-
oplry to wlıich he has access as a spectacle. In short, he under-
stands himself by tlıe history of philosophy, and he understands
tlris history by himself.'A relative clarification of the one side
sheds some light on the other, which in its tuln reflects back on
tlıe flrst," Husserl said iıı the last volume he prepared for publica-
tion. There is no doubt that he would have said of history in
general just what he said here of the history of philosophy. As a
resul1, we can say that the problem with which we wele con-
cerned at the beginning-must we be for fact or for essence, for
time <ır etelnity, for the positive science of man or philosophy?-
was bypassed in the later thought of Husser]. Here he no longer
coırsiders essence as separated from fact, eternity from time, or
plıilosophic thought from lıistory.

It is at first rather surprising to find that in this effort to link
philosophy with time and history, Husserl went much further
than his successors, Max Scheler and Heidegger. They trjed much
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more quickly than lre to incorporate furational elements, in the
traditional sense of this phrase, into philosophy. They attempted
to work out arı analysis not only of consciousness, the privileged
domain for Husserl, but of what Scheler called "the logic of üe
heart" and what Heidegger called "being in the world." One would
therefore expect that they would be more leady to bring philos-
ophy down into the sphere of 'Tacticity," as Heidegger referred to
it. But in fact, when tlıey seek to define philosophical knowledge,
we find thenr adopting dogmatic formulae which remind us of
certain earlier statements of Husserl. They seem to see no diffi-
culties in assuming an unconditional philosophic intuition.

For example, when Scheler defines intuition of essence in lris
famous book on ethics," he says that we know an essence with-
out the slightest intervention of physical, physiological, psycho-
logical, or historical factors arising from our individuality. He
maintains that, in seeing the "unities of ideal meaning," there is
no need to pay any attention to these factors of particularity.
They have no influence on oul vision of what we take to be an
essence which is, in fact, truly an essence. Husserl would have
replied that an affirmation of this kind is "naive." If I were to
consider ten yeaıs afterward what had been for me ten yeals
before an insight into essence, I would perceive that I had not
been in the presence of the tlıings themselaes and that a number
of momentary factors, such as my ruling prejudices and my
parücular way of existing, had entered into this so-called evi-
dence.

In Formal and Transceııdental .Logic Husserl made it clear
that every insight into essence includes "a celtain degree of
naivetğ'_tlıat is to say, unconsciousness. He seemed to be much
more conscious, much more rigorous than Scheler, and his effort
to lin]< essence with existence is finally much more miııdful of
the truth than Scheler's uncritical affrrmation. Scheler expresses
the curious juxtaposition of a philosophy which on the one hand
seeks "alogical essences" and on the other hand conceives of itself
as haüng an unconditioned power of arriving at the truth.

This comment also applies to Heidegger, who devotes himself
to the description of being in the world. One might expect, there-
fore, that the philosopher who finds himself thrown into the

gg. Formalism in Ethics and Nonformal Ethics of Yalııes, tlan§lated
by Rogeı L. Funk and Manfred S. Frings (Evanston, Ill.; Northwestern
Univelsity Pıess, ı973).
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world might also find some difficulty in arriving at an adequate
state of knowledge. But Heidegger defines the attitude of the
philosopher without recognizing any restriction on the absolute
power of philosophicai thought. For example, at the beginning of
Sein und Zeit,"o he says that the task of philosophy is to explore
the natural concept of the world, independently of science, by
the primordial experience we have of it. To determine the struc-
ture of this natural world, he adds, it is not at all necessaly to
have any recouIse to ethnology or to psychology. These disciplines
presuppose a philosophical knowledge of the natural world, and
one can never find the principle which wil1 enab}e us to order
psychological or ethnographical facts by making inductions from
these facts. In order to do this, the spirit itself must first possess
the principle.

We have already found this antithesis of philosophy and psy-
chology and this same leassertion of the priority of philosophy
in Husserl. But we have seen how, as his thought matured, this
relation of priority gave way to one of interdependence and reci-
procity. In the point which concelns us, Scheler and Heidegger
remained fixed in their thesis of a pure and simple opposition be-
tween philosophy and the sciences of man or, as Heidegger put
it, between the ontological and the ontic. For Husserl, as we have
§een, this opposition was only a point of departure, which later
became a problem, and finally a hidden connection between üe
two kinds of research. Husserl, who defined philosophy as the
suspension of our affirmation of the world, recognized the actual
being of the philosopher in the world much more clearly than
Heidegger, who devoted himself to the study of being in the
world.

It will not be possible for us here to reflect at length on this
paradox. If we were to subject it to a close examination, we wou]d
pethaps find nothing unexpected in it. A certain form of immedi-
ate dogmatism, oI rationalism, is not only Teconcilable but
deeply allied with irrationa]ism. The most effective defenders of
Teason in practice and evenin theory are not those who abstractly
make the strongest claims for it. And inversely it is quite in order
that a philosopher like Husserl, who was particularly sensitive on
the subject of lationality, should be more capable, precisely to

g+. gd ed. (Halle: Niemeyer, I93I), p.45; English translation by
John MacQuarrie and Edward Robinson, Being and ?iıze (New York:
Harper & Row, ı96z), p. 7ı.
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this degree, of recognizing the link between Ieason and existeırce.
This is because, for him, rationality is no phantom. He bears it
\Mithin himself and practices it.

But let us now leturn to our problem. Phenomenologists,
above a]l Husserl, have always felt that psychology was con-
cerned with a very distinctive type of knowledge. It is not induc-
tive in the sense which this word carries with empiricists. l]ut
neither is it reflecüve in the traütional philosophical sense-that
is, a return to the a priori which would deterınine the form of all
human experience, One may say indeed that psychological knowl-
edge is Teflection but that it is at the same time an experierrce.
According to the phenomenologist (Husserl), it is a "material a
priori." Psychological reflection is a "constatation" ( a finding). Its
task is to discover the meaning of behaüor thlough an effective
contact with my own behavior and that of others. Phenomenolog-
ical psychology is therefore a search for the essence, or meaning,
but not apart from the facts. Finally this essence is accessible
only in and through the individual situation in which it appears.
When pushed to the limit, eidetic psychology becomes analytic-
existential.

[,et us now tuln to the psychologists. With reference to them
I propose to şhow that, while the phenomenologists have been
working ogt theiı reflections in tlıe ways I have just iırdicated,
the psychologists have also been led to redefine psychtılogical
knowledge in an analogous manner. This has been due in part to
the direct influence of phenomenologies, in part to a diffuse in-
fluence of which they were not conscious, ancl above all to tlıe
pressure of the concrete problems with which they lrad to deal. I
propose to show in the following lectures üat psyclı<.ılogy, as we
have seen it developing during the last twenty-five or thirty years,
is certainly not inductive in the empiricist sense of the tern-ı. But,
of couıse, neither is it a priori in the sense of a reflecti<ıır whiclr
owes nothing to the contact of the psychologist lrimself with the
facts and with the situation he is trying to clarify. Psychology is
tending, rather, to rely on a disciplined reading of the plıenoıneııa
which arise both in me and outside of me, and on a resultiırg
grasp of the meaning of human behavior. If this agreernent is
confirmed, it şhould enable us to relate philosophy to psyclıology
in such a way as to make the existence of the one coınpatible with
that of the other.
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